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The West’s Reaction to Syrian
Refugees Is an Embarrassing Stain
on the History of Humanity
BY CHAD PELLEY

THE STATS ARE IN: CANADIANS ARE
DRIVEN BY FEAR, NOT COMPASSION
A poll from Global News says 60% of
Canadians disagree with Trudeau’s plan to
accept Syrian refugees. The root cause of this
lack of compassion is fear that “some of them
might be terrorists.” This sentiment ignores
reason: Canada militantly enforces a 3-pronged
screening process. Hence the lack of terrorist
activity in Canada from our immigrants.
Just stop and think about it for a second: Syrian
refugees hate ISIS more than you do. They've
been closer to the madness, the murder,
their streets are covered in rubble and blood.
Hence four million of them running away from
everything and everyone they’ve ever known.
They’ve chosen dismal, overcrowded refugee
camps, lacking in food and shelter, over their
home. These are parents desperate to show
their child a calm and loving neighbourhood.
They’re risking their lives to do that. When
we talk about Syrian refugees, we are talking
about a couple who fell in love, have nicknames
for each other, share memories of a better
time, and want to live out their lives in a place
free of constant fear and violence.
Not helping them do this is reinforcing
everything ISIS is preaching: The West is Evil,
and we don’t give a damn about them. ISIS
commit terrorism to make us afraid of “all of
them,” and you’re playing right into it. Whereas
acting as a refuge for Syrians running from
fascists and extremists is a clear stand against
terrorists and their propaganda.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CRISIS
There has not been a refugee crisis of this scale
since WWII. Syria has been oppressively run
by the Al-Assad family since the 1960s. If a
political cartoonist spoke out against Assad, he
“mysteriously” got his hands broken. It’s that
kind of place.

So in 2011, Syrians protested, wanting to
overthrow that regime, but Syria’s leader
started a brutal civil war. Horrible war crimes
were committed during this civil war, including
mass executions, torture, and deadly civilian
attacks. ISIS used the chaos to swoop in and
launch a “totalitarian caliphate state,” which
is basically a governing body not dependent
on another government/physical country, and
a group that supposedly encompasses every
Muslim on earth. Muslims aren’t happy about
those ISIS quacks speaking for them.
This is why ISIS (and the Syrian government)
hates Syrian refugees: refugees are running
from them and what they believe in, which
makes ISIS look bad. ISIS sees refugees as
traitors against Islam. So the best way to
show your anger towards ISIS is to welcome
those fleeing ISIS: the fact that four million
Syrians fled Syria says they don’t stand for
that crap, and us taking them in would say
the same. But we’re doing the opposite. We’re
giving ISIS the “White versus Muslim” attitude
they want; we’re helping their cause of making
The West seem Wicked.
WHY IT’S OUR TURN TO HELP
Over four million civilians fled the Syria, mostly
to live in refugee camps in neighbouring
countries. Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, and
Turkey, house 95% of them – countries far
less able to accommodate them than us, and
what does that say about us? What kind of
country do we want to be during an epic global
crisis? Shouldn’t “The land of the free” support
freedom? A huge faction of Canadians hear Iraq
and think “evil country,” and yet Iraq houses
more Syrians in need than us right now.
These camps had too many people to feed and
shelter, so cold and hungry refugees tried to
seek asylum in Europe. And now here we are:
the UK lobbied to end a search and rescue to
save Syrian lives on rafts in the Mediterranean

Sea, and many in The West want to close our
borders, and leave countries near Syria with
the burden of too many refugees.
OUR FEAR AND RACISM IS ALARMING
AND MISGUIDED
Since the Paris attack, the world has gone
disturbingly cold-hearted and racist, launching
the biggest “us versus them” sentiment of the
decade. ISIS speakers preach that The West
has zero regard for their well-being. We’re
not proving them wrong. Our politicians, from
Premier Paul Davis, to 25 US governors, are
suddenly standing stronger against taking in
Syrian refugees.
This is precisely why ISIS planted a FAKE
Syrian passport on one of those asshole
bombers in Paris: it has successfully resulted
in a cold shoulder from The West. Some people
are refusing to see The West’s sentiments
on reconsidering Syrian refugees as an act
of racism, but it is, because the Paris attack
changed people’s opinions: we’re afraid of a
broad swath of people because of their religion
and colour of skin. It’s textbook racism to
assume things about a race.
None of the attackers in Paris were even
Syrian: they all had France or Belgian
citizenship. Not Syrian. In fact, a Syrian refugee
camp was burned down just north of Paris that
week. We didn’t mourn for that at all.
As Newfoundlanders — sorry, silly
Newfies — we more than anyone should
know what it’s like to be judged by the actions
of our fellow kind. Some Newfoundlanders
are dumb as rocks, so people up in Canada
have a demeaning notion of us as a simple
people. It’s misguided.
There are 20-something US Republicans
vowing to block all Syrian refugees. These
are the same men who won’t tighten gun
security after mass shootings in the States

because “you can’t blame all gun owners for
the actions of a few.” See the hypocrisy? If a
white man kills a bunch of kids or co-workers
in a mass shooting – which happens several
times a year in The West – he’s deranged, but
not representative of white Christians. But
if a Muslim does the same, it’s because all
Muslims are potentially violent and hateful?
I’VE NEVER MET A MUSLIM WHO
BLAMED ME FOR THE ACTIONS
OF THE KKK
We’re losing our humanity. A good person
cares for refugees seeking shelter: they’re
human beings, with hobbies, and scars, and
favourite jokes, and dreams like the rest of us.
They are running from hell on earth and we
want to build a wall.
Stop blaming a religion with 1.57 billion
people for the actions of a few radical
assholes. The people who burned down
that Canadian mosque in November: that
was an act of terrorism and hate. And now
the leader of a terrorist group can tell their
radical followers “they’re burning mosques in
Canada!” More importantly, if a Muslim burned
a Christian church, we’d all be hearing about
the act of terrorism on Canadian soil.
Instead, the reverse scenario was a blip in
the media pan. What I am seeing more of
in Canada is headlines like “Teacher calls
student’s mother a dirty terrorist,” and “man
pushes Muslim woman in front of a train,” and
“Woman’s face smashed with beer mug at US
restaurant because she was Muslim,” and it’s
not mainstream media running these stories,
which is also disturbing. This IS the story of
2015: there is a global-scale contempt for
Muslims reminiscent of Hitler and the Jews.
There are photos on social media of atomic
bombs in Hiroshima with the line “Nuke ‘em
all” in reference to Muslim countries. I’m
embarrassed, ashamed, and frightened: your
ignorance is exactly what ISIS wants to show
the people they are recruiting and radicalizing.
“Look, they push our women in front of trains!”
REFUGEES WANT TO, AND DO
CONTRIBUTE TO OUR SOCIETY
Here is a fact: immigrant Muslims in the EU
and The West are less likely to commit crimes
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than people native to those lands. They
integrate themselves into our workforce,
shop in our retailers and restaurants,
diversify cultures in positive ways, and pay
more into social systems than they extract
from them.
St. John’s is now a “foodie city” of national
fame. Were it not for places like Mohamad
Ali’s – run by an Iraqi immigrant – we’d be
seriously lacking in some big city staples,
like a falafel or some chicken schwarma.
Healthy takeout in St. John’s is a very
recent thing. We have a successfully
integrated Iraqi immigrant to thank for
helping that along.
Taking in refugees is nothing new, either.
For the last decade we’ve taken in over
200,000 a year in Canada, many of whom
here in NL, and not just out of kindness,
but because it’s of benefit to our workforce.
To quote Advanced Education and Skills
Minister Kevin O'Brien from January 2015:
"The province's labour market landscape
has changed dramatically, and more than
ever before employers are challenged to
find the workers they need for hard-to-fill
positions. Immigration has significantly
helped employers meet evolving labour
market needs.”
REFUGEES ARE SCREENED,
VIGOROUSLY
Donna Spurvey has worked locally and
in BC for many years with Government
Assisted Refugees, many of them from
Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, etc. “I watched
many of them flourish and create a life
for themselves in Canada,” she says.

“They came for their children and next
generations. Just as many came with skills,
education, and degrees of the highest
quality ready to contribute to our culture,
economy, and society. They all came for a
better life in a diverse country in which all
cultures and races live together in peace.”
And she finds it “hard to stomach” that
people actually believe Canada just lets
refugees in without a process or an indepth screening. “The [process] not only
encompasses saving lives, it also includes
protecting the safety of Canada and I can
assure you it is adhered to strictly. The
controls are in place to make sure our
society is kept safe.” In fact, incoming
refugees will have been screened three
times, by three separate entities.
HISTORY IS BEING WRITTEN AND THE
HEADLINES ARE UGLY
This is the biggest global-scale humanitarian
crisis of the decade. History is being written
and recorded, and look what the story will
say: when our fellow men and women
needed us the most, when their children’s
lives were on the line, it was not The West –
the rich land of the free – that helped them.
It was countries like Jordan, Lebanon, and
Turkey that showed heart and humanity.
We, us, the supposedly bright and
enlightened land of opportunity, let fear and
ignorance define us as heartless hicks. It’s a
stain on the history of humanity our children
are observing. This is not a global reputation
we’ll want to have when the time comes that
it’s us needing international aid. We live in
countries, but the earth is ours to share.

Christmas
is Nonsense;
Christmas in
Town is Quite
Nice
Christmas is, of course,
nonsense. It’s the coopting
of the Romans’ Saturnalia
by the early western
Christian church.
The Aramaic-speaking Palestinian freedom
fighter whose birth it celebrates most likely
came into this world in the late summer
or early fall, not around December 25th,
and probably four years earlier than once
supposed. That’s if he existed at all.
Not so long ago I visited an early Orthodox
Christian church in south eastern Bulgaria,
near the Turkish border, and that faith’s
oriental character is quite at odds with the
blanched Protestant expressions around
which I grew up. Playing with Catlick
youngsters who had ash unaccountably
smeared on their foreheads was as exotic
as things got on Ennis Avenue.
Who cares, the contemporary Christian
West worships a fictive, vaguely Italianate
gay-porn Jesus in the diaper, not some
dark skinned Middle Eastern “terrorist
type.” I’m not a believer and loathe the
commercialism but, having lived most of
my life in town, adore Christmas because
St. John’s does it so well.
The downtown of St. John’s has the right
look, with snowy accents like those of
black and white movie Victoriana. If a
window opened and Alastair Sim appeared
to bid some corner boy buy him a turkey
at Halliday’s you wouldn’t look twice. The
crowds hurrying about in their woolly hats
and mittens, trailing plumes of breath,
remain as willing as they ever did to stop
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and talk. And our St. John’s setting is
boreal, the city is nestled in a forest of
Tannenbaum. The South Side hills are like
a great wreath over the harbour. Christmas
in a warm place is just another holiday.
Townies still bother to hang plenty of
lights and decorations. The late December
days are the darkest of the year so there
is wisdom in this. It’s more than cheerful,
it’s a prophylactic measure against the
seasonal affective disorder that plagues so
many people in these latitudes.
In keeping with the Saturnalian roots of
the festival there is still a taste in town for
feasting, singing, drinking, for all variety
of merrymaking. Conviviality is, blessedly,
still a thing in our remote and foggy
outpost. I know and enjoy the company of
my neighbours and we will all, through the
season, get together for a few drinks and
stories. That’s really something for which
to be thankful.
We must make our toasts this year in the
context of tables overturned and blood
spilled in Paris. Innocents there were
targeted because they had congregated
in bistros to enjoy food and wine in the
company of friends or to join in watching a
band. They had as little to do with France’s
colonial legacy and the imperial crimes of
The West as Syrian refugees have to do
with Salafist-inspired terror. Our greatest
gift this Christmas is to be able to celebrate
and argue and love and believe or not
believe in any religious foolishness
or flags in peace.
Resist intolerance and thuggery by
keeping the “Merry” in Merry Christmas.
Joyeux Noël. Vive la France.
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Best of Local Drinks
BEST LOCAL CAFE
Gold: Fixed
Silver: Rocket
Bronze: Coffee Matters
BEST SPOT TO BUY
COFFEE BY THE BAG
Gold: Fixed
Silver: Jumping Bean
Bronze: Rocket
BEST LOCAL
BREWERY
Gold: Quidi Vidi
Silver: Yellowbelly
Bronze: Storm
BEST LOCAL
CRAFT BEER
Gold: Yellowbelly’s
Pale Ale
Silver: Storm’s
Coffee Porter
Bronze: Quidi Vidi’s
Fogtown Lager

BEST LOCAL
DOMESTIC “BROWN
BOTTLE BEER”
Gold: India
Silver: Black Horse
Bronze: Blue Star

BEST DRINK
SPECIAL IN TOWN
Gold: Yellowbelly’s
Happy Hour Pints
Silver: Magnum & Steins’
$6 Happy Hour Martinis
Bronze: Yellowbelly’s
$2.50 Brunch Mimosas

BEST PINT
SELECTION IN TOWN
Gold: Duke of
Duckworth
Silver: Jack Astor’s
Bronze: O’Reillys
BEST COCKTAILS
IN TOWN
Gold: Adelaide
Silver: Basho
Bronze: Merchant Tavern
BEST CAESAR
IN TOWN
Gold: Mallard Cottage
Silver: Adelaide
Bronze: Chinched

BEST BAR
STAFF IN TOWN
Gold: The Ship
Silver: Adelaide
Bronze: Christian’s

Our Caesar is composed
of standard Mott's Clamato and
Lea and Perrin's Worcestershire,
and then our house made
jalapeño hot sauce, a touch of
red wine, and garnished with
house made moose jerky."
Stephen Lee
MALLARD COTTAGE

Best Local Craft Beer:
Yellowbelly Pale Ale
BY LAUREN POWER
Is there a prettier pint in the city than Yellowbelly’s Pale Ale?
The craft beer’s dark bronze colour is deeper and richer than other pale ales, which are often
pale yellow, as the name suggests. So, Yellowbelly’s brewer Liam McKenna, in the English
style, labels it a best bitter.The scent gives you a good balance of full-bodied
malt and slightly bitter hops. As for the taste, the light hops make it
tasty and easy-to-drink, without putting your tastebuds into a state
of shock. You may get a hint of grapefruit, caramel, and honey at
the finish. An ideal session beer, it’s not too boozy (4.5% ABV), and
perfect when you’re settling in for a pint or two. Overall, it’s a simple
but well-crafted beer, and that may be the reason it snagged the title
of Best Local Craft Beer for 2015. It’s familiar, but not too familiar.
It’s agreeable enough to be accessible to your average bar
ey
rtn
patron, but it’s got enough craft in it to make beer aficionados
cou
tip their glasses in appreciation. In a marketplace increasingly
encroached upon by major American manufacturers, eating up shelf
space by mimicking (or buying out) true craft breweries, Yellowbelly
Pale Ale is an excellent symbol for success. It reminds us that local
things, done well, by people that care, can become the gold standard.

Best Place to Buy Coffee
by the Bag: Fixed
Fixed Sell Anchored Coffee. Anchored use a direct trade model
for green bean purchases. “We work to build mutually beneficial and
respectful relationships with individual farmers. Our coffee is purchased seasonally
from small farms, allowing us to provide our customers with excellent beans. We
roast single-origin, unblended espresso, and medium roast profiles that we’re damn
proud of.” Fixed – also winner of “Best Cafe in town” – attribute their success to
quality of product. To quote a previously written article on St. John’s favourite cafe,
“customers do really know a quality product when they see it.” So they’re happy to
pay more for their high-grade coffee than most Canadian cafés. It cuts into their profit,
but, the devotion of coffee-loving clientele is priceless, and helps alleviate their lower
profit margins per cup. “Our customers deserve the best — our city deserves the best!
—and so we spend the extra dollar to get the best. We pay a lot for coffee, but we still
only charge $2 for a cup.” Co-owner Jon Howse has actually been in Colombia, getting
his hands dirty in various coffee farms that he buys his coffee from, via Anchored
Coffee. He’s met the farmers, tasted, scored, and chose from their offerings. “It is this
kind of one on one, respectful relationship with the coffee farmer that will produce
trust and a sustainable, quality coffee industry.”

The Kings of Cocktails:
Adelaide Win “Best Cocktails
in Town”BY CHAD PELLEY
Cocktail culture has taken hold in St. John’s, and the people
aren’t wrong to have crowned Adelaide the go-to in town for the
very best drinks. It validates the fact they won The Overcast’s “Best Cocktail
in Town” competition with their signature drink, The El Camino: a blend of Sauza
silver tequila, triple sec, cilantro, chilies, lime, agave, angostura bitters, and some
kind of magic. That magic, according to manager Gillian Ainsworth, is calculated
mixology. “We usually start with one ingredient we really want to use, and then just
try a bunch of things to see what works to bring out the flavour of the ingredient
we started with.” Her personal favourite at the bar is “The New Fashion,” a mix of
Hornitas balck barrel tequila, chartreuse, and lime. But she adds “The Pimm's Pina
is selling like crazy too.” Gillian has the benefit of having Keegan McGregor behind
the bar with her. “Keegan and I are really good at critiquing each other, and I think
it brought out the best in the list.” She’s referring to their all new cocktail menu,
which is likely to change yet again in the future to keep things fresh.“We put a lot of
work in our cocktail program,” McGregor says. “It's always great to see everyone
is enjoying them.” His personal pick is the aforementioned El Camino, a creation
of his own doing, “but they all go down easily, too easily,” he says. “Sometimes I'll
open up The Flavor Bible, or ask one of the cooks what ingredients might work best
together, and then have fun making different versions of the cocktail until I'm happy
with the result. We tried getting at least one of every popular base spirit on the new
list, and created unique cocktails that everyone would enjoy.”
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Yield: 6 gift bags with assorted chocolates
Preparation Time: 30 minutes
INGREDIENTS
Gingersnap Dark Chocolate Bark
2 cups dark chocolate, chopped
1/3 cup (4-5 cookies) Purity Gingersnap
cookies, crushed
Swirled Peppermint Lump Chocolate Bark
2 cups dark chocolate, chopped
1 cup white chocolate, chopped
½ bag Purity Peppermint Lumps
or Nobs, crushed

12 Purity Jam Jams cookies
½ cup dark chocolate, chopped
PREPARATION
Gingersnap Dark Chocolate Bark
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and
set aside. Place the dark chocolate in a heat
proof bowl. Place the bowl over a saucepan
that has a bit of water at the bottom (about 2
centimetres of water). Melt the chocolate over
the double boiler using hot, but not boiling
water. Stir regularly as chocolate is melting.
Pour the melted chocolate on the lined baking
sheet and spread evenly using a spatula until
it is approximately 1/4 to 1/8 inch thick. While
the chocolate is still soft, sprinkle the pieces
of Purity Gingersnap cookies over the melted
chocolate. Let the bark cool for approximately
one to two hours in the refrigerator. Once it is
cool, break into bite-sized pieces and store in
an airtight container or package in cellophane
bags tied with ribbon and handwritten labels
for the perfect homemade gift.
Swirled Peppermint Lump Chocolate Bark
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and
set aside. Melt the dark and white chocolate
separately by following steps 2 and 3 of the
Gingersnap Dark Chocolate Bark recipe above.
Pour the melted dark chocolate onto the lined
baking sheet and spread evenly with a spatula
until it is approximately 1/4 to 1/8 inch thick.
Drop spoonfuls of melted white chocolate
on top of the dark chocolate. Using the tip
of a knife or a wooden skewer, swirl the
two chocolates together by doing horizontal
and vertical lines in the chocolate. While the
chocolate is still soft, sprinkle the pieces of
Purity Peppermint candy over the melted
chocolate. Let the bark cool for approximately
one to two hours in the refrigerator. Once it is
cool, break into bite-sized pieces and store in

an airtight container or package in cellophane
bags tied with ribbon and handwritten labels
for the perfect homemade gift.
Chocolate Dipped Jam Jams
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and
set aside. Melt the dark chocolate separately
by following steps 2 and 3 of the Gingersnap
Dark Chocolate Bark recipe above. Dip half of
each Purity Jam Jams cookie in the melted
chocolate and place dipped cookies on the
lined baking sheet. Let the cookies cool
for approximately one to two hours in the
refrigerator. Store in an airtight container
or package in cellophane bags tied with
ribbon and handwritten labels for the perfect
homemade gift.

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

HOMEMADE HEARTS
Melany Otis is the owner of the awardwinning catering company: Fine Food Factory.
Elisabeth Luther is a food photographer
and the author of the popular food blog
Homemade Hearts.

HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           
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during a holiday party.

Chocolate Dipped Jam Jams
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To help you prepare for the
holiday season, we decided to
create an assortment of chocolate
barks and treats that incorporate
some of our favourite Purity
cookies and candies. These treats
are easy to prepare and are great
to offer as edible gifts, or to serve
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WITH A LOCAL TWIST
BY MELANY OTIS
& ELISABETH LUTHER
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EVOO is located
in The Murray
Premises.

EVOO in The
Courtyard
St. John’s
New Italian
Restaurant
BY EMILY DEMING

Where the late high-end
steakhouse Chophouse
One11 was once tucked away
within the inner halls of The
Murray Premises, “EVOO in
the Courtyard” has now taken
over the space and opened
themselves up physically and
atmospherically.

The restaurant has a brand new entrance
onto the courtyard of The Murray Premises
where The Gypsy Tea Room expands its bar
in summer. This beckoning, open air oasis
will finally get its due outside of the warm
season. The cast iron gates along Water
Street will remain open through the evening
and all are invited to walk down the brick
steps through the lantern lit courtyard, for the
classic romance of a great plate of spaghetti
and meatballs. The comfort and simplicity of
EVOO’s new menu are appealing and family
friendly, as is the new lower price point and
availability of high chairs.

pleaser, if the crowd is looking for meat.
The Mediterranean staples of peppers and
eggplants (or any vegetable-focused entree
for that matter) were conspicuously absent on
the opening week’s menu.
Though if you don’t want meat you could
skip straight to dessert and the homemade
tiramisu or gelato, or get a few last drops
of olive oil with a serving of baklava. If you
want more meat, the retention of Chophouse
One11’s dry-aging room means EVOO will
continue to offer house-made charcuterie
though now geared towards their new
theme (lambchetta!).

EVOO stands for Extra Virgin Olive Oil, and
the menu is steeped in it. It flavours each
dish and informs the taste and style of the
selections. O’leva, a local retailer of fine olive
oils and vinegars, supplies the oil and there
are individual bottles on each table. Though
more broadly Mediterranean/Adriatic in
concept, EVOO’s menu focuses on traditional
Italian specialities (risotto, gnocchi, chicken
parmesan, handmade pastas). Pizzas from
the wood-fired oven and burgers and cod
round out the menu into a solid crowd

The emphasis on meat and umami flavours
woven through the weft of regional cuisine
reflects the backgrounds of the team in the
kitchen who all come to EVOO from the rich,
savory and protein-infused traditions of
St John’s gastro-pubs. If you
have been wondering where
Mark McCrowe’s talents would
land after he shuttered his
popular restaurants (The Club
and Aqua), look no further.

Chef McCrowe, along with chefs Chris Chafe
and Peter Anthony (both of whom have worked
at Magnum and Steins) are working under
the proven managerial skills of executive chef
Daniel Butler (of EVOO’s congenitally joined
sibling, The Gypsy Tea Room).
All of this, and EVOO’s access to the wine
selection of The Gypsy, bodes well for EVOO’s
future filling a hitherto empty niche downtown
of cozy Italian “Lady and the Tramp” style.
EVOO may be one eggplant parm and one
meat-free pasta option away from setting itself
up to be a very big fish in the relatively small
pond of casual, savvy, accessible restaurants
where you can take the whole family.

Wood-fired pizzas,
handmade pasta dishes,
risotto, gnocchi, & chicken
parm: It’s about time we’ve
got one spot serving all
these Italian classics
in St. John’s!
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The Roots of the
NL Root Cellar
BY BADGE

In Newfoundland, especially
on coasts in fishing
communities, winters can be
ruthless, harsh, and void of
viable sources of sustenance
(short of game meat).
Preservation methods were essential for
surviving the lean season. Of all the methods
we have since developed: smoking, salting,
spicing, pickling, freezing, vacuum-sealing,
or even radiation treating, one method
is more ancient, requires less, and is
nutritionally more effective than all the rest:
The Root Cellar.

HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS
starting December 1
MonFri 69pm
SatSun 125pm

TAX FREE
SALE!
Saturday, December 5
12-5pm
Yoga Mats & Props
Clothing
Jewelry

Nova Yoga DVD
Local Pottery
Gift Certificates

125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303

While it is no longer 1863, the popularity
of root cellars is rapidly increasing, and
spreading across Canada. To take back
control over their own food, Canadians are
buying bulk produce in-season and storing
it over the winter, instead of accepting
the imported produce options available in
supermarkets.
A root cellar is, at its core, simply a covered
hole in the ground. The actual form can
range from a barrel-sized cubby to a
multi-floored walkabout. The builder must
look to control four key variables: oxygen
levels, temperature, humidity, and available
sunlight. By controlling these variables, one
can store many types of crops for amounts
of time far longer than they would otherwise
last in a commercial fridge.
Onions and potatoes can be kept up to 8
months. Carrots and parsnips can be kept up
to 6 months, cabbage and Brussels sprouts
as long as 4 months. Beets can be kept up to
3 months. Even apples can last 4 to 6 weeks.
Each vegetable requires specific levels of the
aforementioned variables, as well as specific
ph to mimic its ideal growing conditions and
keep the enzymatic action of the crop at bay.
The idea is simple: make the crop believe it
is still in soil and its decomposition will be
dramatically slowed.

The root cellar
must maintain a
temperature above freezing in the winter,
and below 4 degrees Celsius in the summer.
This temperature range, shared with
commercial refrigerators, is low enough to
prevent the growth of food-spoiling microorganisms, slow the activity of food-spoiling
enzymes, and reduce the emission ethylene
gas (a ripening hormone) to such a rate, that
food can be safely kept year-round. It also
prevents freezing, which is detrimental to
the quality of fresh vegetables. Conveniently,
most root cellars naturally maintain this
temperature range year round.The use of
soil as a storage condition began 40,000
years ago with the first aboriginal tribes
populating Australia. These tribes would bury
their harvested yams in soil to extend their
useful lives. This practice has been discovered
independently and displayed in many different
cultures over human history.
Fast forward 42, 015 years to Elliston NL,
a town on the Bonavista Peninsula which
claims to have more root cellars per capita
than any other community on the planet. The
community has 300 citizens with 133 root
cellars. These cellars were facing neglect as a
new generation of people started using newer
refrigeration methods. However, a recent
surge of interest from locals with a passion
for traditional food practices, as well as
tourism appeal, has made Elliston the site for
the annual Roots, Rants, and Roars festival.
The premise is to celebrate local ingredients
through contributions by the province’s (and
planet’s) top chefs, stationed every mile along
a hike through the community.
Root cellars are making a comeback
due to their effectiveness, versatility, and
unparalleled ability to grant local produce in
the winter months. They can also be used to
create very unique flavors and fermentations
by refining storage conditions and extending
times, a technique which is being used in
world-leading restaurants like Noma in
Copenhagen, and Faviken in Sweden, to
elevate folk-traditions born out of necessity
into phenomena appreciated for what they
really are: natural wonders.
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Best of Local Restaurants
BEST RESTAURANT
IN TOWN
Gold: Adelaide
Oyster House
Silver: Mallard Cottage
Bronze: Raymonds
BEST NEW
RESTAURANT IN TOWN
Gold: Adelaide
Oyster House
Silver: Merchant Tavern
Bronze: The Social House

Silver: India Gate
Bronze: Mohamed Ali’s
BEST PASTA DISHES
IN TOWN
Gold: Merchant Tavern
Silver: Tavola
Bronze: Raymonds
BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
Gold: Piattos
Silver: Pi
Bronze: Venice

BEST RESTAURANT
TO TAKE A DATE
Gold: Merchant Tavern
Silver: Mallard Cottage
Bronze: Chinched Bistro

BEST PUB GRUB
IN TOWN
Gold: The Duke
Silver: Nautical Nellies
Bronze: Yellowbelly

BEST BAKERY IN TOWN
Gold: Georgestown
Bakery
Silver: Rocket Bakery
Bronze: Manna Bakey

BEST SALADS IN TOWN
Gold: The Sprout
Silver: Rocket
Bronze: Freshii

BEST BRUNCH SPOT
IN TOWN
Gold: Mallard Cottage
Silver: Blue on Water
Bronze: The Sprout

BEST SANDWICHES
IN TOWN
Gold: Manna’s Bakery
Silver: Rocket Bakery
Bronze: Fixed

BEST BURGERS IN
TOWN
Gold: Relish
Silver: Yellowbelly
Bronze: The Social House

BEST SEAFOOD
DISHES IN TOWN
Gold: Adelaide
Oyster House
Silver: Mallard Cottage
Bronze: Saltwater

BEST CHINESE FOOD
IN TOWN
Gold: Magic Wok
Silver: Monroe’s Takeout
Bronze: Mei Mei Wok

BEST SUSHI IN TOWN
Gold: Sun Sushi
Silver: Basho
Bronze: Sushi Nami Royale

BEST FISH'N'CHIPS
AROUND
Gold: The Duke of
Duckworth
Silver: Leo’s Fish & Chips
Bronze: Ches’s Fish & Chips
BEST FOOD FRANCHISE
IN TOWN
Gold: Jack Astor’s
Silver: The Keg
Bronze: Mary Brown’s
BEST INTERNATIONAL
CUISINE IN TOWN
Gold: International
Flavours

BEST WINGS IN TOWN
Gold: Wingin’ It
Silver: Big’s
Bronze: Yellowbelly
BEST SPOT FOR
HAPPY HOUR
Gold: Yellowbelly
Silver: Nautical Nellies
Bronze: Magnum & Steins
BEST FOOD SPOT
THAT'S NOT
DOWNTOWN
Gold: Guv’nor Pub
Silver: Gracie Joe’s
Bronze: Quintana’s

BEST THING AT
THE ST. JOHN'S
FARMER'S MARKET
Gold: “The Indian Food”
Silver: The Jewish Deli
Bronze: Blue Pantry
BEST QUICK'N'EASY
LUNCH IN TOWN
Gold: Rocket
Silver: Manna
Bronze: Fixed
BEST HEALTHY
TAKEOUT IN TOWN
Gold: The Sprout
Silver: Happy Hummus Hut
Bronze: Mohamed Ali’s
BEST GREASY
TAKEOUT IN TOWN
Gold: Monroe’s Takeout
Silver: Ches’s Fish & Chips
Bronze: Smoke’s
Poutinerie
BEST LOCALLY MADE
FOOD PRODUCT
Gold: Georgestown
Bakery’s Bagels
Silver: The Third Place
Tonic Water
Bronze: Jewish Deli’s
products
BEST GROCERY
STORE IN TOWN
Gold: Belbin’s
Silver: Dominion Quidi Vidi
Bronze: Bidgoods

Recommended
eating at

Adelaide

They’re slinging what
might be the best fish
tacos this side of the
country. The scallop
ceviche is also bright
and ridiculously
good.

MUMMERS KNOCKIN’.
KITCHEN’S ROCKIN’.
NEWFOUNDLAND CHOCOLATE.

Made here. Loved everywhere.
166 Duckworth Street • newfoundlandchocolatecompany.com
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Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Taste
East Inc.

Taste East Inc.
CHANA MASALA 3.99 (+tax) AND TANDOORI
CHICKEN 4.49 (+tax). A+ on the chana masala,
bounteous, well seasoned chick peas, tomatoes, and
onion. The tandoori chicken was none too shabby either,
and a fair sized portion of thigh and drumstick.

Located at 205
New Gower
Street (Near the
Delta)

BUTTER CHICKEN 5.99 (+tax) AND NAAN 1.77 (+tax). The butter chicken was
a small but deliciously rich serving. It would do very well in a local “butter chicken
off.” The naan wouldn’t fare so well. It would lose. Take the butter chicken straight
and drink it like a cup o’ soup.
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The “Best Locally Made Food Product”
Almost Never happened: Georgestown
Bakery’s Bagels
St. John’s most beloved baker is self-taught, and you’d
never guess where his first job was: a muffin maker
for Tim Horton’s. Briefly.
From there, Stephen Lewis went to work in cafes and bakeries in Montreal. He’s come a long way
from there – Georgestown Bakery won “Best Bakery in St. John’s” this year and last with a fanatic
outpouring of votes, often with one or more exclamation marks to validate the enthusiam. Stephen’s
story started in Montreal, where a friend showed him how to make bread, and places like St.
Viateur taught him how a quality product will speak for itself. Like Montreal’s famous bagel joints,
Georgestown Bakery is a humble little operation whose food speaks such volumes the shop itself
needn’t be much of anything at all. One thing you might not know about Stephen is that his bread and
bagels keep him so busy he can’t rightfully pursue another ambition of his – songwriting – which is
something he almost did in lieu of opening Georgestown Bakery. None of us are singing the blues
about that decision. His cheap products are rich in deliciousness, and you can find others around town
slinging them, including Georgestown Cafe. Like many entrepreneurs, he was driven by a desire to ...
not work for someone else. And despite his success, he has no plans to expand. Hefilled a niche and

There is no seating, but the excellent customer service and international groceries
to peruse make it enjoyable to wait the few minutes for your take-away. The combo
meals were a little over 10$ with tax in so we ate off the a la carte menu.

Why The Merchant
Tavern Really is a
“Best Place to
Take a Date”
This is a tough category to win: you need
atmosphere and affordability, since one person
might feel obliged to foot two bills.
The Merchant Tavern provides fine dining at reasonably affordable rates, and a
stellar drink list to lubricate conversation. Despite its open concept, you’ll have the
right amount of privacy. The open concept and chatter all around helps to fill in any
awkward silences, and make them less uncomfortable. As for conversation starters,
the food is obviously worth talking about, and highly shareable too. In fact, they offer
a tasting menu – they’ll bring you and your date 5 small courses, one after the other.
Their seafood platters and charcuterie/cheese boards are also nice to share. Other
conversation pieces include interesting dessert options, like their vinegar pie or the sea
buckthorn dish with milk crisps – a first rate palette cleanser to freshen you up, should
a goodnight kiss be in order. The ambiance is such that you can make yourself as casual
or dressy as you like. The servers are as good as the food. They’ve got some great
beer offerings worth trying, and a cocktail list worth tackling together. Don’t miss the
boulevardier and Eastsider.

that’s all he wanted to do. Stay small, do it right. And is he ever doing it right.

Is “VPN” Status why Piatto’s
is the “Best Pizza in Town”
Piatto’s serve authentic wood-fired
pizzas – you can see the oven from the
seating area. It’s all part of the regulations
of their VPN designation.
VPN stands for “Verace Pizza Napoletana,” which basically means “true
Napolean pizza.” In the 1980s, a group of pizza makers from Naples started an
international non-profit organization to ensure pizza makers claiming to make true Napolean
pizzas were actually doing that claim justice. The Italian government made this VPN designation
“a legal entity able to give special designation to pizzerias who meet strict requirements that
respect the tradition of the art of Neapolitan pizza making.” Verace Pizza Napoletana now has
delegates in The West (VPN Americas) and Japan (VPN Giappone). In a nutshell, VPN pizzerias
must make their pies using specific ingredients and methods, and they can only use certain
approved equipment in cooking them (like the wood-fired oven). The strict guidelines even
dictate how long a pizza is allowed to cook, and what size the pizza can be – you’ll find no small,
medium, or large on their menu. As Piatto’s website states, “You experience a ‘true’ pizza like you
would find in the energetic pizzerias in Naples, Italy (but without the airfare).” The certification is
no joke: it costs $2,000, and has an annual fee of about $250. But ultimately, what matters more
than marketable designations, is the taste test, and Piatto’s really is really good. Recommended
eating includes “The Stephanie,” a white-sauce pizza with goat cheese, crispy prosciutto,
caramelized pears, Grana Padano and a drizzle of balsamic reduction. Take advantage of their
$14 lunch special every day but Sunday, from 11:30-4: a 9 inch pizza with a small salad or soup.
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The 12
Shows of
Christmas
BY ALYSON SAMSON

It’s that time of year again,
you’re stuffing stockings to
hang by the chimney with
care, the chimney is actually
smoking from all the money
you just burned stuffing the
stockings. You’ve just ate your
thirty-seventh cookie, and
you’re on your last bottle of
wine. So why don’t you just
get out of the house.
This city takes two things very seriously, its
love of music, and its love of Christmas. So
it’s no wonder that there are a plethora of
Christmas shows in every genre that might
interest you. Here’s a selection that Santa told
me are on his Nice List this year.
DECEMBER 10-12. On the first night of
Christmas MightyPop gave to us, Fortunate
Ones at Cochrane Street United Church.
Tickets are still available for the night of
December 12th - while the 10th and 11th are
filled like your stomach will be after the
Christmas turkey dinner your mom is making.
Fortunate Ones are bringing us some sweet
pop-folk tunes, and I’m sure a scattered
Christmas song may be sung.
DECEMBER 12. The second night of Christmas
you won’t just be rocking around the Christmas
tree, you’ll be at Rocket, where you can sip hot
chocolate and listen to Rough Hands, Meghan
Waterman, and Ryan Caines. Rough Hands, aka
Luke Tremblett, is an up-and-comer indie, altrock artist not to be missed.
DECEMBER 16-18. Can you hear those
sleigh bells ringing and thousands singing
along to every word of every Hey Rosetta!

song? This year
the traditional Hey
Rosetta! Christmas
show has made a
move back to (oh)
Holy (night) Heart Theatre. Tickets are still
available for the December 16th show; they’re
playing with Gramercy Riffs.

Brad Pretty on
Bridges: “The
Best Heavy
Band in Town”

DECEMBER 19. This year the frankincense
and myrrh are getting a little Green with
their Gold. Green and Gold, along with Allie
Duff and The Happy Campers, and Steve
Maloney and The Wandering Kind will be at
The Rockhouse on December 19th. This is the
biggest treat you’ll get not wrapped in a bow!
DECEMBER 21. Get down to Deck the Hall
because Matthew Byrne will at the LSPU on
December 21st. He’ll be fa la la la la-ing with
Stage to Stage's Dave Paddon, Harry Ingram,
Dave Penny and Hubert Furey.
DECEMBER 23. A special treat on Tibbs Eve:
Santa made an early delivery, in the form
of two Borealis Music Prize shortlistees,
Kat McLevey and Fog Lake, who will be
performing with AE Bridger at the George
Street United Church (they’d like you to bring a
non-perishable food item). Later on, you can
jingle all the way over to The Fat Cat for The
Long Distance Runners and City on the Coast.
DECEMEBER 26. Boxing Night, many of
you already know what to do, because it’s
a long standing tradition. Mark Bragg will
be playing The Ship, get up and get out and
dance off all that turkey you’ve been stuffing
yourself with for the last two days. And if
you want to dance, but Mark isn’t your vibe,
Yung Dumb will be more fun than staring at
your Christmas Tree on LSD, featuring Adam
Harding, Taner Churchill, Denver Drake, Zach
Nash, Potemtole, and Worker.
DECEMBER 27. Lean your ear this way,
because Jolly ol’ Slick Nixon will be home
to play, and joined by Gramercy Riffs who
will be hanging in their hometown for the
holidays. They left in 2010 for Toronto. You
can catch both of these relocated local bands
on December 27th at The Ship.

5 years. In a scene fueled
by new collaborations,
incestuous projects, and
shifting tastes, it's rare for a
single band to last that long.
Bridges, on the other hand, have spent
that time toiling away as a singular unit.
They've collectively adapted throughout
these years as a team, staying consistent
but reflexive and innovative within their
own structure. Through the ebbs and
flows of the heavy music scene in St.
John's, they've grown to become one of
its most respected and versatile bands.
Their music has become refined over
time, while exhibiting a steady ethos
at its core. Bridging practically every
sub-genre north of punk rock, the four
members have become masters of
an autonomous arsenal of noise that
effortlessly transposes their trademarked
abrasiveness into varied sonic scenarios.
Everything they do is startlingly complex,
and never devoid of earnestness.

There's real wizardry at hand. Bassist
Jonathan Mercer and drummer Bob
Tuck smoothly navigate perplexing and
intricate shifts in both pace and groove
with precision. Guitarist Steve Woodman
is an under-appreciated guru, and one of
the most unique composers and players
in this city. From his massive array of
stompboxes, he routinely maneuvers
through biting fuzzes and drives, and into
lush soundscapes and David Gilmouresque runs. In a city filled with innovative
noise practitioners, he's quietly (or earsplittingly loudly) become one of the best.
Frontman Brendon Phillips is an enigma.
Live, he's an actor who never breaks
character on stage, who somehow
treads dutifully between being engaging,
mysterious, and entertaining. His delivery
consists of a toolbox of crisp cries, woeful
lamentations, and sordid screams. While
often hidden beneath all the noise, he also
has a penchant for writing some of the
most poetic and stark lyrics in St. John's.
Despite 2 Eps and a full length, it took
Bridges 5 years to come out of the
shadow of being purely critical darlings
and cult heroes. 2015, while being bereft
of new releases by the band, was the year
they really caught the attention of those
beyond the heavy St. John's music scene.
They're currently finishing up writing their
second full length album, the songs of
which have made up most of their recent
live performances.

unlike that. You can catch The Dards at The

Christmas, but they made it here for New

Bellavista December 28th.

Year’s Night: The Burning Hell will be in town
to ring in the new year, joined by the Wobbly

DECEMBER 30. If last Christmas you gave

Pops at The Ship. Is there really a better way

someone your heart you might be looking for

to start the year?

some bridesmaids this year, I hear
JANUARY 2-3. And one last Christmas

AE Bridger has them. AE
Bridger + Bridesmaids,
Pet Vet, and Kujo will
be at The Rockhouse
on December 30 .
th

DECEMBER 28. It’s our ninth night of
Christmas and Mightypop are bringing us ten

DECEMBER 31.

lords-a-leaping - well not really but the jig

They might not have

you’re going to do to The Dardanelles is not

made it home for

treat from Mightypop to start your

See Page 15
for details about the
Borealis Music Prize
Gala & Holiday Party
on December 29th!

year off right: The Once will be at
Gower Street United Church, two
of the three shows on January
2nd and 3rd are sold out, but there
are still some seats available for
the matinee
on the 3rd.
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AE Bridger: St. John’s Most
Original Songwriter

BY LUKAS WALL

There is no one in St. John’s who writes music like AE Bridger.
AE Bridger, winner of this year’s People’s Choice Award for Most Original Songwriter,
bends genres with an idiosyncratic and creative sound unlike anyone else. He cites
everything from free jazz and psychedelic rock to Newfoundland traditional music and
Gregorian chant among his vast influences, and combines them with a creative approach
to instrumentation fuelled by his self-taught musical background. Since 2008, the
singer, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist has released five independently released
solo albums. The most recent of these, 2015’s Sculpin XO, is grand, cinematic, dark and
twisted, equal parts broken Nintendo game and French New Wave. The album received a
nomination for Alternative Album of the Year at this past year’s MusicNL awards. Bridger
also fronted the 2015 Borealis Music Prize long listed psychedelic rock act People on
Pause during a five-year stint in Montreal, and currently provides lead guitar work for
local troubadour Steve Maloney. Recently, Bridger has started a new group called The
Bridesmaids to cover some of the more rock-based material in his extensive and wide
ranging catalogue, as well as improvising some more experimental music. Bridger is
also finishing work on a new record that moves in to richer, more organic sonic territory,
leaning on viola and trumpet to carry his lyrical antics. AE Bridger’s music is definitely
weird, but it’s shot through with a haunting, demented brilliance and simplicity that
prevents his songwriting from veering too far into the avant-garde. There should be
little argument that he is St. John’s most original songwriter.

A Call from Boston with the
“Best Solo Singer-songwriter
in Town,” Kat McClevey

BY JOANNA BARKER

At 15, Kat Mclevey performed her first original piece as a
songwriter. Years later, she came to realize how much energy she’d been putting
into her songwriting, allowing herself to identify as a songwriter. Following the release of
her debut full-length album this year, Kat received two Music NL Awards for Evergrown, is
shortlisted for the Borealis Music Prize, has played a long list of incredible performances,
and was accepted into the Berklee College of Music in Boston. And this month, readers
of The Overcast have voted Kat as the top solo artist in St. John’s. I spoke with her over
the phone from her place at Berklee. “Boston is phenomenal. It’s a dream. Honestly,
I’m enjoying it all so much.” But McLevey isn’t studying voice or guitar at Berklee. She’s
studying bass. And on top of her course-required ensembles, and backing up other
students on their end-of-term recitals, Kat jams with an all-girl Toto cover band. “We jam
every week. And that’s extra-curricular, we’re just doing that for fun.” Despite her school
commitments, Kat has still (somehow) managed to submit to this year’s Arts & Letters
Awards. And her creative juices aren’t only feeding her songwriting. She’s spending a
lot of time learning about various computer software programs. “Being a songwriter
is something that is growing all of the time for me. It isn’t something set in stone. I still
identify with being a singer-songwriter, but I know that in my career as a musician I want
to go beyond that and be more versatile.” Lucky for us, Kat will be home in St. John’s this
Christmas playing a handful of shows as the singer-songwriter we love oh so much!
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Your Favourite
Your Favourite
Songs of the Year Music by Genre
BEST QUIET SONG OF THE YEAR
Gold: “Tell Me Once” by Kat McLevey
Silver: “Antidote” by Fog Lake
Bronze: “Carry On” by Fortunate Ones

BEST ROCK BAND IN TOWN
Gold: The Long Distance Runners
Silver: The Darts
Bronze: Maans

BEST UPBEAT SONG OF THE YEAR
Gold: TIE! “Drink and Scrape” by Maans
& “Hardcore Skeet” by Sean Murray
Silver: “6 am” by Allie Duff and
the Happy Campers
Bronze: “Hunter” by Lady Brett Ashley

BEST HEAVY/PUNK BAND IN TOWN
Gold: Bridges
Silver: Rogues
Bronze: Pervert Week

BEST HEAVY/LOUD SONG
OF THE YEAR
Gold: “Straight Hair, Curly Teeth”
by The Darts
Silver: “No Discretion” by The Darts
Bronze: “Bones” by Sinews
BEST LOCAL BAND TO SEE LIVE
Gold: The Beer Patrice
Silver: Maans
Bronze: Jonny and the Cowabungas
BEST ARTIST TO ENJOY
QUIETLY AT HOME
Gold: Steve Maloney and the Wandering Kind
Silver: Fog Lake
Bronze: Ron Hynes

Your Favourite
Bands and Albums
of the Year
BEST LOCAL ALBUM OF THE YEAR
Gold: Ouroboros’ Self-titled
Silver: Kat McLevey’s Evergrown
Bronze: Long Distance Runners’ Elements
BEST BAND/ARTIST IN TOWN
Gold: Hey Rosetta!
Silver: Green and Gold
Bronze: The Beer Patrice
BEST NEW BAND/ARTIST IN TOWN
Gold: Jonny and the Cowabungas
Silver: Bleu
Bronze: Punch Table
BEST RPM ALBUM OF 2015
Gold: Ilia Nicoll & Vic Lou’s
Drugs Young Dream
Silver: Sleepy’s Asleep at the Switch
Bronze: Chad Pelley’s Tick Like Time Away
BEST ALBUM ART OF THE YEAR
Gold: The Long Distance Runners’ Elements
Silver: Ilia Nicoll and the Hot Toddies’ I in Team
Bronze: Terra’s Temples

BEST FOLK/COUNTRY ACT IN TOWN
Gold: The Domestics
Silver: Peter Willie Youngtree
Bronze: Rube & Rake
BEST JAZZ/BLUES BAND
OR MUSICIAN IN TOWN
Gold: Duane Andrews
Silver: The Brad Jefford Trio
Bronze: Big Space
BEST SOLO SINGER-SONGWRITER
Gold: Kat McLevey
Silver: Amelia Curran
Bronze: Ron Hynes
BEST HIP HOP ACT IN TOWN
Gold: Dope Piece
Silver: Hear/Say
Bronze: Radar
BEST ELECTRONIC / DJ ACT IN TOWN
Gold: Yung Dumb
Silver: The Shining Wizards
Bronze: Potemtole
BEST RECORDING ARTIST WHO
NEVER/RARELY PLAYS LIVE
Gold: Fog Lake
Silver: Sad tax
Bronze: AM/FM Dreams
MOST ORIGINAL/UNIQUE
SONGWRITER IN TOWN
Gold: AE Bridger
Silver: Ilia Nicoll
Bronze: Steve Maloney
BEST LOCAL BAND FROM A GENRE
OUTSIDE YOUR NORMAL PREFERENCE
Gold: Ouroboros
Silver: Jonny and the Cowabungas
Bronze: The Newish Klezmer Band
BEST LOCAL MUSIC VIDEO OF THE YEAR
Gold: “6 AM” by Allie Duff
and the Happy Campers
Silver: “Sundays” by Terra
Bronze: “Hazel” by Ilia Nicoll
BEST PERSON TO HAVE RECORDING
AND MIXING YOUR SONGS
Gold: Kristian Leslie
Silver: Georgie Newman
Bronze: Don Ellis & Robert Kelly
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Coats and
Badges Reflects
Mick Davis’s
Eclecticism

dreaminess of last year's Hello Again and its
sister album, 2013's Learning the Game. But
like those, it never stays in one place too long.
It skips between 80's synth-rock throwbacks
(“In Case of Emergency”), to boot stopping
anthem blues (“Streamline”). There's careful
thought put into each composition, each

Gabriel Piller Talks Knife in
the Toaster Records and How
Performance Can Alter What
You Play BY JOANNA BARKER
"What I’m doing

refined within its own context, each containing
its own character. “Streamline” might be

BY BRAD PRETTY

Mick Davis is a man of
many hats. Emerging as the
leather clad leader of St.
John's rock n' roll stalwarts
The Novaks, he has since
produced a body of work
that delves into a broad
spectrum of sounds and
influences.

the standout, but there's a sublime honesty
hidden in “Letter On The Door,” a lamenting

You may recognize Gabriel

piece that resonates with anyone who

Piller as one of the friendly

experienced the highs and lows of young love.

faces at Fred's Records.

The album ends with the Stones-esque jaunt

That's how I met him! He's been my Drag
City hookup for a couple of years now, and
is often a great source for gems I've never
heard of. One day he passed me some
cassette tapes to check out. I loved them.

“Body's Broken.” Despite being only 7 songs,
there's so much packed into them that it
comes off as a much grander work. Davis'
distinct nasally delivery gives each song a
common thread, but the album shines from
the diversity of the material. How each unique
track blends into a memorable piece is a

Turns out he also runs a label, and the
tapes were a sample of his wares. We met
up in Bannerman Park to talk about it.

testament to his songwriting prowess and
it deserves.

tinged solo sets at the Black Sheep, Davis has

When peering into the St. John's music

GABRIEL: My name is Gabriel Piller, I

never been afraid to traverse new and diverse

scene, one must look no further than Mick

musical frontiers.

Davis to find its most prolific songwriter.

From his bluesy bass with Denis Parker &
The Modern Saints, to his outlaw country

There's something here for everyone, but
Coats and Badges, his latest solo album,

that's not meant to discount the legitimacy

reflects this eclecticism. It flaunts the

of the complete package. Coats and Badges

profound musical intuition of a restless

will make you feel, make you sing, make you

artist. Never content with conformity, Coats

remember. Most music does some of these

and Badges quickly runs through a gamut

things, but not all. These songs break that

of styles and sounds in its 7 songs. It begins

mold, but it's not like Davis was ever a fan

with a beautiful and simple piano ballad, “I've

of being tossed into a single genre. This is a

Got A Feeling,” before switching gears to an

genuine piece of art, one that everyone can

array of aural treats that harken back to the

listen to and few forget.

GABRIEL: Oh yeah I have a list. The
one at the top right now is this Danish
saxophone player Mette Rasmussen who
is just incredible. But that’s the kind of
thing that needs a bit more money behind
it. I cut and fold everything by hand. I do
99% of everything myself. I duplicate every
release individually. I don’t pay a duplicator.

JOANNA: Could you introduce
yourself for us please?

ability to service each song with the attention

JOANNA:
Are there any
artists that you
day-dream about
working with?

isn’t geared towards
audience participation,
I don’t think anyway.
So I don’t want to be
aware of the audience
to any degree."

So working with her would be a dream
come true but in some ways a nightmare
too. I’ve been lucky to work with a lot of
really great artists. There’s this great group

am the owner and operator of Knife In

from Hamilton called Fossils and I’ve done

The Toaster which is a small print Record

a ton of stuff for that band and their related

Label. I release a lot of different genres

projects over the years and they’re really

kind of under the umbrella of Experimental

great guys who put out consistently good

Music that has run the gamut of things

stuff so I’m pretty happy.

from very theoretical, very heady nonmusic all the way up to things that could
be described as Alternative.
JOANNA: Do you plan on keeping Knife
In The Toaster a 1-person operation?
GABRIEL: Yeah, it mostly is. I have a

JOANNA: You are on the label as an artist
as well. Can you talk to us about your
work? Do you perform much?
GABRIEL: Yeah sure. I’ve changed names
a lot. I’m trying different things, and different
sounds, so I guess I see it as taking on

little bit of help from a collaborator in

different personas. Maybe that’s kind of

Belgium, Joeri Bruyninckx, who has

pretentious. I don’t know. But it helps to

been doing Noise.

differentiate. I don’t love performing in front

JOANNA: What release are you working
on right now?
GABRIEL: We just released a tape by a

of people. I find it pretty nerve wracking. I was
finding the audience would influence what
I had in mind for what I wanted to do. And I
didn’t like that. What I’m doing isn’t geared
towards audience participation, I don’t think

Polish duo. It’s sort of ambient, I suppose.

anyway. So I don’t want to be aware of the

It’s kind of an odd duck. There's also a solo

audience to any degree. I’ve been putting a

tape of mine called "Loops for Gerard". I've

blanket over myself. It lets me concentrate

got a few tapes that will be out in the new

and follow through with what I’m going to do.

year, including some stuff from Thee

The last time I made a blanket fort and that’s

Crumb and Seagull.

what I’ve been calling my performances.
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Still More to Come
from Ron Hynes… BY CHAD PELLEY
That throat cancer claimed Newfoundland’s most popular singersongwriter seems particularly unfair. He made a career with his voice,
and sadder still, he had another record ready to release. He might not be here to launch
it, but there’s a new Ron Hynes’ album on its way, and it’ll be an appropriately intimate
affair. According to his manager, Charles MacPhail, it’ll be called Later That Same Life.
“This is a recording that I had spoken to Ron about for years, of ‘minimal accompaniment,’
and I got my way. Yay! People who did not see him live have to hear this, this is truly The
Man of a Thousand Songs.” It’ll be ten original songs, but for the first time, he’s included a
cover: Bob Dylan’s “You’re a Big Girl Now.” If deep down you’ve been ashamed of joining
the province’s reverence of a man whose music you secretly knew little about, beyond
“Sonny’s Dream,” we’ve got a playlist up on our website just for you: theovercast.ca/theovercasts-unauthorized-best-of-ron-hynes-playlist. What Ron left behind was a legacy
of stirring songs that paved the way for many musicians to follow. While he is best known
as “the man of a thousand songs” for his output, perhaps the better claim to fame is this:
Ron is credited as the first songwriter in the province to release an album of exclusively
original songs. That album was Discovery, released in 1972, when he was in his early 20s. In
addition to his own albums, he was a founding member of The Wonderful Grand Band, and
his reach reached well past the island — over 100 artists have covered his songs, including
country legend Emmylou Harris.

Your Favourite
Local Musicians and Events
MOST TALENTED LOCAL MUSICIAN
Gold: Steve Maloney
Silver: Duane Andrews
Bronze: Chad Murphy
MOST VITAL LOCAL MUSICIAN
TO THE MUSIC SCENE
Gold: Darren “Boobie” Brown
Silver: Paddy Byrne
Bronze: TIE! Chad Murphy & Chris Donelly
BEST LOCAL GUITARIST
Gold: Duane Andrews
Silver: Darren “Boobie” Brown
Bronze: Grant King
BEST LOCAL DRUMMER
Gold: Chris Donnelly
Silver: Andrew McCarthy
Bronze: Phil Maloney
BEST LOCAL BASSIST
Gold: Paddy Byrne
Silver: Matt Hender
Bronze: Brad Pretty

BEST LOCAL ALT INSTRUMENTALIST
(KEYS, MANDOLIN, BANJO, ETC)
Gold: Darren “Boobie” Brown
Silver: Grant King
Bronze: Greg Bruce
BEST LOCAL SINGER (MALE)
Gold: Steve Maloney
Silver: Jody Richardson
Bronze: Matthew Byrne
BEST LOCAL SINGER (FEMALE)
Gold: Amelia Curran
Silver: Ilia Nicoll
Bronze: Brianna Gosse
BEST LYRICIST IN TOWN
Gold: Amelia Curran
Silver: Tim Baker
Bronze: Thom Coombes
BEST MUSIC FESTIVAL
ON THE AVALON
Gold: Lawnya Vawnya
Silver: NL Folk Fest
Bronze: Shed Island
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The Overcast’s
2015 Borealis
Music Prize
Shortlist
The Overcast’s annual Borealis
Music Prize is a $1000 award that
recognizes uncommon talent,
potential, or originality in any
genre of music by a local artist.
It is a triple juried award, so
whoever wins really worked for
it: the longlist, the shortlist, and
the winner are each picked by a
new, separate jury. Its goal is to
put local music on the radars of

Borealis Music Prize
Shortlist
Amelia Curran
They Promised You Mercy
Fog Lake
Victoria Park

our readership.

Hey Rosetta!
Second Sight

This year’s shortlist will be juried by: Bryan
Power (Director of NL Folk Fest & Lawnya
Vawnya), Angela Antle (CBC’s Weekend Arts
Magazine), Dave Rowe (O’Briens Music),
Krista Power (Mighty Pop) and drummer Chris
Donelly. Winner will be January’s cover story.

Kat McClevey
Evergrown

ON THE SHORTLIST ...
Amelia Curran is a sophisticated
singer-songwriter with a poet’s lyrics, a
striking approach to the guitar, and one of
the most affecting voices this side of Canada.
Fog Lake is Aaron Powell, who now holds
the record for number of Borealis Music
Prize shortlistings. His lo-fi “drone pop”
sound has earned him an international cult
following. Hey Rosetta! crafts uncommonly
complex songs that defy their advanced song
structures by being accessible and catchy
singalong powerhouses; it’s innovative,
impressive work. Kat McClevey’s overdue
full-length debut Evergrown has already won
her 2 MusicNL awards, and proved she’s no
longer one to watch, but one to catch up with;
she’s writing in her genre as well as any of her
townie contemporaries. Ouroboros use four
saxes to blow you away, and they do just that.
You’ve heard nothing quite like it: four skilled

saxophonists and a drummer that won’t quit:
this is seriously original, seriously good music.

Ouroboros
Ouroboros

COME TO THE AWARDS
GALA / HOLIDAY PARTY ...
On December 29th, at The Rocket Room, 8pm
sharp, we’re having a proper awards gala,
with free drinks to whet your appetite for the
event. Each band will have someone come
to the podium and champion them before
we screen a 3-5 minute video profiling the
nominee. In addition to the Borealis Music
Prize cheque and trophy, we will hand out our
annual “Breakout Band of the Year” trophy too.
Stick around after the 30 minute ceremony
for beers on the house and a holiday party.
Details to follow, lootbags to boot. It’s invite
only, but we have 30 tickets to give away to
non-media, non-band, non-jury members.
Want one? Go to this link to enter. theovercast.
ca/borealisshortlist2015

Wanna hear some of the best local music of the year? Check out this link for an
album showcasing one song by all 20 Borealis longlistees at theovercast.bandcamp.com
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Best Of
Local Retail
BEST PLACE TO BUY
CLOTHES FOR MEN
Gold: Ballistic
Silver: Byron’s
Bronze: RW & Co.
BEST PLACE TO BUY
CLOTHES FOR WOMEN
Gold: Twisted Sisters
Silver: Model Citizens
Bronze: Opal & Onyx
BEST PLACE TO BUY SHOES FOR MEN
Gold: Ballistic
Silver: Aldo
Bronze: Western Boutique
BEST PLACE TO BUY SHOES
FOR WOMEN
Gold: Twisted Sisters
Silver: Aldo
Bronze: Spring

The Best Retail Store in Town

Johnny Ruth / Living Planet,
Celebrating Anniversaries BY LAUREN POWER
Happy anniversary, JR+LP!
The retail amalgam of
downtown entities Johnny
Ruth & Living Planet are
celebrating their co-existence
at 181 Water Street with two
milestones this year: 10 years
for Johnny Ruth and 15 years
for Living Planet.
Owner Kim Davis is happy to be finally
nesting at their current location at 181 Water
Street. “Although it is approaching five years
in this new space, and the merger of both our
companies, it is really beginning to feel like
home,” says Davis.

(pillows, tea towels) and we are hard at work
looking for and developing new designs.”
“We are known for our Canadian fashions,”
says Davis. For the fashion-conscious, there’s
Dagg & Stacey, Comrags, Melow, Olena Zylak,
Anne Marie Chagnon, Kollontai, and more.
JR+LP also stocks Yoga Jeans, the made-inMontreal ethical-working-conditions-assured
leggings. They’re a combination of brushed
cotton (97%) and elastane (3%), which makes
the jeans stretchy enough to bust out a
hanumanasana, while still hugging your butt
in a pleasing manner.

One possible reason the location snatched
the “Best Retail Store” title: it’s pretty much
everybody’s go-to spot for everybody else’s
birthday/holiday gifts. Fun office stuff? Adult
colouring books? Design-oriented curiosities
for every room in the house? They’ve got it.
JR+LP also has the city’s widest array of
Davis says that it has been a great year
silkscreened t-shirts, designed by local artists,
for many downtown businesses. “Never
as well as housewares, jewelry, denim,
before have we seen and felt such support
scarves, hats, and mitts.“Our silkscreened
– especially regarding the downtown
designs (in collaboration with
development ‘Big Dig’…” says Davis.
Living Planet Studio’s new
“We are SO looking forward to the
owner, Mark Adams) have
"It’s pretty much
improvements to the downtown
always been a favourite
everybody’s go-to
infrastructure and the redesign of
for tourists and locals
spot for everybody
Water Street. I have been working
alike,” says Davis. “In
else’s birthday /
downtown since the age of 17,
the past year, we have
holiday gifts"
and I LOOOOOVE the camaraderie
expanded more into
amongst the downtown shops.”
silk-screened housewares

BEST PLACE TO BUY HATS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR MEN
Gold: Chafe’s
Silver: Ballistic
Bronze: Aldo
BEST PLACE TO BUY HATS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR WOMEN
Gold: Posie Row
Silver: Twisted Sisters
Bronze: Aldo
BEST SPOT IN TOWN FOR
JEWELLERY
Gold: Whink
Silver: Posie Row
Bronze: The Golden Tulip
BEST LOCAL BRAND / BRAND NAME
Gold: Fogtown Barber
Silver: Purity
Bronze: Jumping Bean Coffee
BEST PLACE FOR A HAIRCUT (MALE)
Gold: Fogtown
Silver: Phil’s
Bronze: Hair Factory
BEST PLACE FOR A HAIRCUT
(FEMALE)
Gold: Sound
Silver: The Hair Factory
Bronze: The Head Room
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Fogtown a Cut Above the Rest,
Best Local Brand
BY LAUREN POWER

“First and foremost, Fogtown is a barbershop,”says
Fogtown chief Chris Evans. “That's how we make our livings and put food on
our tables and it's the aspect most people care about. But if you scratch the surface and dig
a little deeper, you see that the vision for Fogtown is of a street/style brand, based around
the things we were passionate about in the early days.” Fogtown’s brick-and-mortar store
was established in 2011, but Fogtown itself went "unestablished" for about a decade prior.
“In those days, Fogtown was less of a brand and more of a group of friends and an attitude:
a shared passion for DIY, hardcore punk rock, skateboarding, tattooing, and streetwear,”
says Evans. “We're proud to maintain that connection to our roots and are always looking
for new ways to explore the concept,” says Evans. Coming off of an extremely successful
collaboration with Quidi Vidi Brewery, the Fogtown brand helped launch QV’s astoundingly
popular, blink-and-you-missed-it seasonal brew, Fogtown Lager, and a Movember
campaign that more than doubled their original target, raising over $22,000 to help fund
projects focusing on prostate cancer, testicular cancer, and mental health initiatives.“It was
a treat working on Quidi Vidi Fogtown Lager and #QVFogMo with these guys,” says Justin
Fong, Sales and Marketing Manager at Quidi Vidi Brewing.” Who knows, maybe you'll see
some more collaborations from us down the road ... wink face.”

That’s two years in a row, you’ve
called Sugar Mama’s “The Best
Reason to Go to Mt. Pearl. Hot Tip:
on Sundays, they always make
a “surprise” cupcake flavour in
addition to their regulars.
BEST TATTOO PARLOUR IN TOWN
Gold: Troublebound
Silver: Lady Lo
Bronze: Studio Maxx
BEST RETAIL STORE FOR
HOME DECOR IN TOWN
Gold: Home on Water
Silver: Winners
Bronze: Twisted Sisters
BEST FURNITURE STORE IN TOWN
Gold: Osmond’s
Silver: Sam Design
Bronze: Island Furniture
BEST RETAIL STORE IN
ST. JOHN'S, PERIOD
Gold: Johnny Ruth
Silver: Home on Water
Bronze: Posie Row
BEST REASON TO GO TO MT. PEARL
Gold: Sugar Mama’s Cupckaes
Silver: Renew Your License at MVR
Bronze: Acropolis Pizza

BEST REASON TO GO
TO STAVANGER DRIVE
Gold: Costco
Silver: Opal & Onyx
Bronze: Michael’s
BEST LOCAL
HOTEL OR B&B
Gold: Jag
Silver: The Murray
Premises
Bronze: Winterholme
BEST SPA/MASSAGE
IN TOWN
Gold: Soothe Spa
Silver: Spa at The
Monastery
Bronze: Thrive
BEST YOGA SPOT
IN TOWN
Gold: Moksha Yoga
Silver: Nova Yoga
Bronze: The Lotus Centre
BEST GYM IN TOWN
Gold: East Coast Conditioning
Silver: Good Life Fitness
Bronze: The YMCA
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Best of Local Visual & Graphic Arts ANNA TEMPLETON CENTRE
FOR CRAFT, ART & DESIGN
BEST VISUAL
ARTIST IN TOWN
Gold: Mike Gough
Silver: Will Gill
Bronze: Patrick Canning
BEST NEW
ARTIST IN TOWN
Gold: Amery Sandford
Silver: Audrey Hurd
Bronze: Noah Bender
BEST THING TO
HAPPEN IN VISUAL
ARTS THIS YEAR
Gold: Gallery 24
Silver: Tara Jane Feener’s
“100 Days of NL.”
Bronze: Locals @
Venice Biennale
BEST ART GALLERY
IN TOWN
Gold: Gallery 24
Silver: Christina
Parker Gallery
Bronze: The Rooms

BEST ART EXHIBIT
OF 2015
Gold: Folklore
and Other Panics
(The Rooms)
Silver: Christopher
Pratt’s The Places
I Go (The Rooms)
Bronze: Kym Greeley’s
Chasing the Light
(Christina Parker)

BEST ILLUSTRATOR
IN TOWN
Gold: Jud Haynes
Silver: Amery Sandford
Bronze: Patrick Canning

BEST
PHOTOGRAPHER IN
TOWN
Gold: Dave Howells
Silver: Ned Pratt
Bronze: Joel Upshall

BEST SCREEN
PRINTING IN TOWN
Gold: Living Planet
Silver: Pink Eye
Bronze: St. Michael’s

BEST GRAPHIC
DESIGNER IN TOWN
Gold: Jud Haynes
Silver:
Krista Power
Bronze:
Mike Feehan

BEST COMIC ARTIST
IN TOWN
Gold: Paul Tucker
Silver: Jose Gonzalez
Bronze: Mike Feehan

BEST PERSON/PLACE
TO MAKE YOU A
WEBSITE
Gold: Jud Haynes
Silver: Perfect Day
Bronze: Matthew Hollett

paul

278 DUCKWORTH STREET, ST. JOHN’S

Craft & art classes for all ages!
For the person who
has everything...

Gift certificates
available

Save
the Date!

Christmas Tea & Sale
December 11,
12 & 13

Call 739-7623
or visit our website for
details and to register!

www.annatempletoncentre.com

The Arts

PSSST...
AMERY DID
THE COVER OF
THIS ISSUE!
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NEW BLUE
ART STAR
Mary MacDonald
on “The Best New
Artist in Town”
If Amery Sandford made
moonshine she would be
at skill level Appalachian
hermit.
As a practice, the making of a proper distilled
shine requires a large amount of technical skill
(check!), a great balance of ingredients (check!),
and just a slight touch of danger (check!).
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January 1

Strategic Planning for Artists
and Arts Organizations
1 – 4pm | Facilitated by Theresa Rahal (Strategic Directions Inc)

Make the dream bigger, and the steps to get there smaller. Starting
with your mission statement, learn how to break down your project
into actionable items, how to deliver over the long-term, and how to
evaluate performance.
A big thank you to our business community (Including Strategic
Directions Inc) for contributing time and services in support of local arts.

$25 Business & Arts NL members
$35 General public
Registration is required
www.businessandartsnl.com/seminars

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

Sandford drifted onto the St. John’s arts scene
in 2014, when oil prices began to plummet, a
guy in Shea Heights got stuck in a snow bank,
and a weeklong power outage caused our dark
humour to shine even more brightly. In stepped
Sandford, a recent graduate of the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design University, who
carried with her a broad range of technical
and creative skills. Working with lithography,
screenprint, and relief (woodcut), she set upon
distilling her new found land.
Sandford was selected from a wide range
of applicants for St. Michael’s Printshop’s
Don Wright Scholarship, a unique year-long
residency for recent graduates to explore their
practice. Her breakout brew of an exhibition
entitled FOMO ISLAND opened this past
September and showcased many months of
artistic experiments. Her candy-colored prints
flip St. John’s tired jellybean trope on its head,
instead pointing to what makes this place
beautifully weird and wonderful. In Sandford’s
cultural imaginary, a tattooed seal might offer
you a Blue Star, or a plastic blow-up palm tree
might give you respite from a rolling fogbank.
These are the hopeful and hopeless symbols of
a new Townie aesthetic.
Originally from Canmore AB, another
tourist town, Sandford has been percolating

throughout the St. John’s arts community in
more ways than one. Sandford and partnerin-crime writer Allison Graves co-curated
Maybe, Probably, a group exhibition of
contemporary printmaking for Eastern Edge’s
summer festival HOLD FAST. Collaborating
with MDDLSX (Robin Follett) Sandford mixed
design and fashion to produce a unique line of
undergarments, and infused Lawnya Vawnya’s
talkshow with a solid dose of down to earth
poo-humour and live action drawing. In
addition, Sandford has been an active volunteer
for both artist-run centres, a teacher, and
screen printing soldier at Living Planet Studio.
Looking beyond her activities here in St. John’s,
Sandford’s work is making waves outside too.
She was recently featured in East is the New
West, a curated selection of printed matter and
unconventional publications at the Vancouver
Art/Book Fair and gave an artist talk at MUN’s
Grenfell Campus in Corner Brook. In 2016
Sandford will be collaborating with Ricardo
Ruiz on a curatorial project for SGCI: Flux in
Portland, Oregon and working on a new body
of work at Living Planet Studio which draws
inspiration from cultural spectacle’s such as the
Mummer’s Festival.
After all it takes a lot of guts for an artist to
arrive in a new city and make work that is
about place. But as your votes attest Sandford
is distilling the tone of her new community
expertly. Conscious and playful, her amplified
images convey a lot of truth about what we
choose to value, what we deem authentic, and
how we’re marketing our culture for others and
ourselves.
Amery Sandford is represented by Gallery 24
here in St. John’s. www.amerysandford.com
www.gallery24.ca
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Best of Local Film,
Theatre, and Dance
BEST LOCAL FILM OF
THE YEAR, SHORT OR
FEATURE LENGTH
Gold: Cast No Shadow
Silver: How to Be Deadly
Bronze: Closet Monster
BEST LOCAL
FILMMAKER
Gold: Stephen Dunn
Silver: Justin Simms
Bronze: Allison White &
Christian Sparks
MOST VALUABLE
PLAYER IN THE
LOCAL FILM
INDUSTRY
Gold: St. John’s
International Women’s
Film Festival
Silver: Mary Sexton
Bronze: NIFCO
BEST LOCAL
SCREENWRITER/
PLAYWRIGHT
Gold: Megan Coles
Silver: Robert Chafe
Bronze: Meghan Greeley

BEST LOCAL ACTOR
OR ACTRESS (STAGE
OR SCREEN)
Gold: Percy
Hynes-White
Silver: Phillip Goodridge
Bronze: Petrina Bromley
BEST PLAY OF THE
YEAR
Gold: The Colony of
Unrequited Dreams
Silver: Urinetown
Bronze: In a Forest Dark
and Deep
MVP FOR THE LOCAL
THEATRE SCENE
Gold: Danielle Irvine
Silver: Ruth Lawrence
Bronze: LSPU Hall
MVP FOR THE LOCAL
DANCE SCENE
Gold: Dance NL
Silver: Lynn Panting
Bronze: Louise Moyes

BEST DANCE EVENT
OF THE YEAR
Gold: Festival
of New Dance
Silver: A Night at the
Caravanserai
Bronze: Lawnya
Vawnya’s Fake Prom
BEST DANCE STUDIO
OR INSTRUCTOR
IN TOWN
Gold: The Dance
Centre
Silver: Mara Noftall
Bronze: Lynn
Panting

Six Local Filmmakers
Share Their Favourite
Christmas Movies

BY MARK HOFFE

Make a bowl of eggnog

And what if those feelings included

and hit play:

bloodlust?”

“Gremlins was the first movie I ever
saw in a theatre – the Garrick theatre in
Bonavista – and by ‘see’ I mean I had to
be carried away because I was crying
and screaming in fear. But, I have a bit of
a soft spot for this one. I love adventure
movies, especially ones that have a hint
of darkness. A Christmas Story and The
Grinch Who Stole Christmas (1966)
are obvious choices, but I watch them
every year. The Grinch melts my heart

dave

and A Christmas Story is so full of
classic, l-o-l moments for me,
I can’t resist.”
- Allison White
“Not your typical
Christmas fare, A
Christmas Tale stars
Catherine Deneuve as the matriarch
of an intellectual French family who’s
dying of liver cancer. The family descends
on the family home at Christmas time
to decide who is going to donate the
bone marrow that may save her. Like
most families, this one has its share of
problems and Christmas always seems
an appropriate time for squabbles, petty
jealousies, and moments of tenderness
to emerge. Arnaud Desplechin (King and
Queens, My Golden Days) directs this gem
with his usual empathetic eye.”
- Chris Darlington
“My pick is Jason Eisener’s Treevenge.
It’s only sixteen minutes long, but it
makes an impact. I saw it at the Nickel
Festival in 2009 and shared it with
friends ever since. A film that asks:
What if Christmas trees had feelings?

- Andrea Dunne
“Call me cynical, but there’s no better
movie to end a day of turkey coma and
drunk, annoying relatives than The Ref.
Kevin Spacey and Judy Davis are an
unhappily married couple whose holiday
bickering is interrupted by failed burglar
Denis Leary.  Things only get worse
when the in-laws and a drunk, depressed
Santa show up.  Hilarity ensues, mostly
in the form of a rogue’s gallery of great
character actors yelling at each other.
“I’ve never heard of such a Christmas!
Sex! And drugs! And women being set on
fire!”  That sounds about right to me.”
- Ed Tanasychuk
“I love The Muppet Christmas Carol. I
watched it as a boy in the movie theatre.
It’s a holiday must see for me each year.
Michael Caine plus Muppets! You can’t go
wrong. I also really like the soundtrack.”
- Brian Woodford
“Bad Santa is my favourite Christmas
movie. I once mentioned this to an older
gentleman and fellow board of directors
member. He glowered, mumbled
something about indecency, and never
made eye contact with me again. The
film is definitely a little risqué. Billy Bob
Thornton stars as Willie, a mall Santa/
thief/degenerate drunk who becomes
entangled with a strange yet endearing
little boy named Thurman Murman. The
film is not for children or my old board
of directors buddy. It is, however, for my
Dad, whose laughter rings through the
house every Christmas Eve as my family
watches Bad Santa together.”
- Emily Bridger
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People
Reel
Newfoundland’s
Latest
Newsmakers
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John’s East Quidi Vidi, who made headlines

Most teams were done in an hour. Keely took

team. She’s even done programming for the

in November for her claims that cancer

the fall for the event, having been deemed an

Coast Guard, and is an avid performer in the

and mental health can be cured with self-

organizer, based on a Facebook comment. She

realm of improve – it’s unsurprising this one

awareness. “More medication and sedation is

contests that she’s not guilty, but she’s been

can think on her feet. And she's afraid of

not the answer [for mental health]. (some yes)

evicted from campus residence. She’s from

nothing, not even grammar. "Bring on those

Most need an entirely new solution starting

Ontario, so her only family here is a brother,

difficult diphthongs," her Twitter bio reads.

with self awareness.” A bold claim from a

also in Blackall – from which Kelly is banned

Sign her up for Canada's Coolest Person next.

would-be politician in a province whose big

until spring of 2017.
MAN DUMPS SEWAGE ON TOWN HALL’S

topic of the year was the desperate state
of mental healthcare in NL. The immediate

BIG MARYS YIELD A BIG $17,000

TABLE TO PROVE HIS POINT

blowback was only blow one for Olivero. Blow

CHEQUE FOR A LOCAL CANCER

What would you do if you lived in Placentia,

2 was the fact she hired a foreign worker

PATIENT

raw sewage kept backing up onto your

through a legit provincial government program

Makayla Puddicombe probably likes Mary

property, and town council didn’t seem to take

that helps local employers find skilled foreign

Brown’s more than anyone this fall. For a

your complaints seriously? Well, what Jim

workers. The employee was to be a personal

set period, one location in Paradise donated

Murphy would do – or did do, rather – is waltz

assistant at Olivero’s Oil & Gad Magazine,

all proceeds from their Big Marys, totalling

into town hall and dump some of that sewage

EMMA HOOKEY’S ADVICE ON

but, as the story goes, this lady was instead

1,600 chicken burgers!, and the result was a

on their desk to get their attention. He got

HOW TO BE SPRY AT 106

providing nanny-like childcare daily, cooking

$17,000 cheque that funded a trip to Toronto’s

charged with mischief, but he got his point

Bonavista’s Emma Hookey is a witty woman

for the family, doing laundry, and even “ironing

renowned children’s hospital, SickKids.

across – no one wants the sight and smell of

at the ripe young age of 106, whose only

Olivero's hair.” She hired a woman at a rate

Puddicombe’s fifteen year old daughter has a

that stuff anywhere near their property.

regret seems to be a recent hip injury that

of $10.50 per hour for a 40-hour work week

rare and aggressive form of brain cancer.

keeps her from “doing me garden.” She’s

($1,680/month), but she was only paying $400

scrubbing turnips for the time being. Her

in cash per month, chaulking the rest up to

MUN STUDENT KATY WARREN WINS

MINISTER OF PUBLIC SERVICES

advice to those wanting to be a healthy, funny,

living expenses owed. Olivero resigned, stating

“CANADA'S SMARTEST PERSON” AND

mentally sharp hundread and six year old?

that media were persecuting her. “I am not

MIGHT BE THE COOLEST TOO

Eat well. For her it means Sunday dinner on

prepared to be held hostage by any media.”

This year’s winner of CBC’s Canada's

AND PROCUREMENT
When Justin Trudeau named his cabinet this
year, he commendably and intentionally made
it 50% female, “because it’s 2015.” As a result,
Judy Foote, MP for Bonavista-Burin-Trinity,
is now the Minister of Public Services and
Procurement. She’s the 11th person to fill the
role, and the first Newfoundlander in cabinet
since 2013. Her role makes her responsible for
overseeing our national government's Public
Works and Government Services Canada,
“an expansive department responsible for
the internal servicing and administration of
the federal government.” Foote cleaned up
as MP in her district, earning a whopping
82% of votes —that’s a better percentage of
votes than any other candidate in the province
received. Her previous experience includes

Sundays, Sunday dinner hash on Mondays,

JUDY FOOTE SWORN IN AS

Smartest Person gameshow is a 21 year old

fish’n’potato Tuesdays, Pea Soup Wednesdays,

DRINKING GAME GONE WRONG AT

electrical engineering student at MUN: Katy

and “some kinda soup, maybe rice,” on Fridays.

MUN GETS STUDENT EVICTED FROM

Warren. Canada’s Smartest Person is not

What happened to Thursday you might ask?

RESIDENCE

your average Jeopardy-style trivia game. It’s

“Game of cards” trumps the need for food

A weekend binge at MUN this semester sent 4

more like an IQ test, that tests and challenges

considerations on Thursdays. Maybe it’s the

underage first years to hospital, 2 with alcohol

the multiple forms of intelligence that exist.

card games that keep her so sharp? She’s old

poisoning, and one of the two people with

Her fellow finalists from across the country

enough to have an eighty-one year old son

alcohol poisoning was so bad off they had to

speak to that diversity: a rapper, a winemaker,

too, who is equally spry. His advice? “Keep on

be resuscitated. Thirty students were playing a

an IT security executive, a football player,

workin’ from daylight to dark.”

drinking game that involved being duct taped

and a teacher. She'd cite curiosity as the bait

to a partner with whom you had to drink a 26-

that hooks her intelligence: she's always

THE PC MHA MELTDOWN OF 2015

er – hence the game’s name: 26 to Freedom. A

learning new things, and not just about

It’s no secret the PC party had a hard time

team must drink the 26er to be cut free of their

engineering: Katy can ride a unicycle. She

finding candidates to run in the province’s 40

artificially conjoined twin. So it’s a race, with

can play instruments you don't even know,

ridings. Enter Tina Olivero, a candidate for St.

one motivation being the desire to pee, alone.

like the piccolo. She's also on a roller derby

“federal caucus whip” and deputy house leader.

Surprise!
Guess who has Handmade
Amish/Mennonite
Canadian made solid
wood furniture at an
amazing price?

Rustic Carlisle
120” Trestle table
$3,895

Farmhouse Bedroom
Queen Bed $2,195 • Dresser $2,560
Chest $2,150 • Nightstand $895

203 KENMOUNT ROAD • TEL: (709) 726-3452 • TOLL FREE: 1-800-353-3452 • WWW.HAYWARDINTERIORS.COM

Beam Side Chair
$475
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Best of
Local People

BEST LOCAL
POLITICIAN
Gold: Dave Lane
Silver: Gerry Rogers
Bronze: Jack Harris
MOST VITAL
ACTIVIST
(PERSON OR GROUP)
Gold: SPAAT
Silver: Gerry Rogers
Bronze: Gemma Hickey

BEST LOCAL NEWS ANCHOR
Gold: Debbie Cooper
Silver: Ryan Snodden
Bronze: David Cochrane
BEST LOCAL JOURNALIST
Gold: Tara Bradbury
Silver: Russell Wangersky
Bronze: Chad Pelley
BEST LOCAL RADIO STATION (MUSIC)
Gold: CBC Radio 2
Silver: K Rock
Bronze: Overcast Radio

PERSON OR ORGANIZATION
OF THE YEAR?
Gold: St. John’s Status
of Women Council
Silver: St. John’s International
Women’s Film Festival
Bronze: Refugee Immigrant
Advisory Council

BEST LOCAL RADIO SHOW/HOST
Gold: Ted Blades’ On the Go
Silver: Tom Power’s Morning Show
Bronze: Paddy Daly’s Open Line

MOST STYLISH PERSON IN TOWN
Gold: Krissy Holmes
Silver: Darren “Boobie” Browne
Bronze: Jeremy Charles
BIGGEST DREAMBOAT IN TOWN
Gold: Steve Maloney
Silver: Ryan Snodden
Bronze: Allan Hawco

BEST LOCAL COMEDIAN
Gold: Matt Wright
Silver: Mark Critch
Bronze: Mike Fardy

People

matt

A Great Chat With Your
Favourite Local Journalist
Tara Bradbury
Tara Bradbury and the

from the

Telegram are like Ron Burgundy

phone

and Channel 4 News: she’s a

book! In
the end, I

favourite face of the company,

connected with

with a winning personality, and

the woman

is a great reason to tune in. As it
turns out, she’s your favourite
journalist in town. We applaud
your decision, get to know her
a little more:

who rescued the driver. The story was only
about five paragraphs but it was on the front
page. I have the page plaque mounted.
HOW ABOUT YOUR FIRST BIG
MISTAKE ON THE JOB?
While I was in my second year of journalism
school, I covered a press conference with

WHERE DID YOU GET YOUR START,

supermodel Claudia Schiffer, who was patron

AND HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN

of the Montreal Breast Cancer Foundation. I

AT THE TELEGRAM?

asked for a photo with her, which was not the

After journalism school my first job was at

most professional thing to do. #sorrynotsorry

the International Labour Office in Geneva,

@
limited one per person

Switzerland. I was a researcher in the

IS THERE A PIECE YOU'VE

department that deals with journalists' rights

WRITTEN WHOSE STORY HAS

and obligations, and I contributed to a UN

ALWAYS STAYED WITH YOU?

report on media and technology. After that,

Yes, many. I did a series on domestic violence

I spent a few years as a journalist in the UK

a few years ago and spent a fair amount of

before I moved back home in 2002. I worked

time at Iris Kirby House. The stories I heard

with VOCM for a brief time, but I've been with

and the women I met there are etched on

The Telegram since 2003. I was six years old

my brain. Years ago I covered a murder trial

when I decided I was going to be a writer for

where the victim was a woman my age at

the Evening Telegram when I grew up.

the time and had two small children. I was
fine covering the trial and then I'd go home at

DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR

night and not be able to get her off my mind.

FIRST PUBLISHED STORY?

On the positive side, I've interviewed a lot of

Haha, yes! My first published story was as a

creative, courageous, intelligent and witty

sports reporter for The Link, the student paper

people who have left me in awe and inspired. I

at Concordia – it was a wrestling story. My first

think of those stories a lot.

story published in The Telegram was when I was

LBYOGA.CA

an intern in 1997. We had received news that an

IS THERE SOMETHING ABOUT

elderly lady in Renews had lost control of her

YOURSELF PEOPLE WOULD BE

car and crashed into a pond, and was rescued.

SURPRISED TO HEAR?

It was the first time I ever had to make a cold

That I am willing to publish in The Overcast,

call – I just called up a gas station in the area to

you mean? Haha! I have a blue belt in judo.

see if they could tell me how to get in touch with

I also know every word to every Meatloaf

the woman's family. I remember being terrified

song. One of these things I am proud of, the

to pick up the phone and call a random person

other I am not necessarily.

PHOTO: THE TELEGRAM
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Most Common
Answers for the
Best and Worst
of Living Here
BEST THING ABOUT
LIVING IN ST. JOHN'S
The people and culture they create,
twacking around downtown St. John’s ,
“the food boom”, the thriving local arts
scene, knowing everyone everywhere
you go (even those whose names you
don’t know)
WORST THING ABOUT
LIVING IN ST. JOHN'S
All the hills, constant roadwork all the
time,
dating scene / clueless boys, crappy
winters and occasional Juneuaries, poor
snowclearing, poor public transit and
lack of bicycle friendliness
BEST THING TO HAPPEN
TO ST. JOHN'S THIS YEAR
Adelaide Oyster House, The Merchant
Tavern, SPAAT, New Bannerman Park,
getting the farm team for
Montreal Canadians

A P PA R E L • H O M E • W H I M SY
Deadline Extended
for the $5,000
“Everyday Power”
Stock Photo Contest

CELEBRATING 10 & 15 YEARS IN BUSINESS
CHRISTMAS HOURS MONDAY-FRIDAY 10-9PM • SATURDAY 10-6 • SUNDAY 12-5

181 Water Street, Downtown St. John’s • 709-722-7477
JOHNNYRUTHLIVINGPLANET

JOHNNYRUTH

Shop online
coming
VERY soon!

JRLP.CA

In our November issue, we announced
The Overcast and the Coalition of
Persons with Disabilities (COD-NL) are
partnering up to build a bank of stock
photos that will change the way we
think about disabilities. To read more
about this contest – with $5,000 in
prizes – visit theovercast.ca. The original
deadline was November 30th, but we’re
extending the deadline to December
20th, since interest in the competition is
still gaining, and more volunteer models
are coming forward to be photographed.
As it stands, stock photos of people with
physical and mental health disabilities
are not local, do not depict inclusion,
and oddly, they often feature models
faking depression or paralysis, etc.,
instead of people actually living with
disabilities. For local photographers,
this is a good shot at money and media
coverage, for a good cause.
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR WITH EMILY DEMING

#aweeksfeed

295 WATER STREET

According to Stats Canada, the average
Newfoundland household (with an average
of 2.4 people each) spent $107 per week
on groceries in 2013.
Now that is just groceries, without adding in the money spent on
restaurants and take-out. I hypothesize that this is an average with a large
standard deviation. The wide range of what a week’s worth of food means in different countries
(documented gorgeously by photojournalist Peter Menzel) got me curious about just how diverse
our grocery habits are here, in Newfoundland. How do we spend that “average” of 107$? Join me
to find out, and get a peek at your neighbours’ eating habits while you’re at it.
Using the hashtag #aweeksfeed, post a photo of your groceries and their cost on Twitter. In

“Melvin the Mummer” Charm!

2002, I lived in New Orleans and fed two people, a dog, and a cat for 40-60$ per week. Here in
St. John’s, I spend triple that on three people, a dog, and a cat. See just how heavy my heavy
cream bills are as I, too, post the good, the bad, and the went-shopping-hungry grocery runs
for #aweeksfeed.
This is a celebration of food and a possible wake-up call as
we will see just how high the cost of sustenance can be,
especially the fresh and healthy variety. But there is no
shame in whatever it is you are buying. Beer is a damn good
food group full of life-giving water and B-vitamins, and if
there aren’t any Hawkins Cheezies showing up, I deem us all

Use This Hashtag
to Help Us Sort Out
Local Eating Habits
and the True Cost of
Groceries in Town

#aweeksfeed

unhealthily dishonest.
This experiment can visually map how we feed ourselves. When you aren’t
eating out or getting delivery, do you eat prepared meals from the microwave? Do you snack the
nights away on manchego, olives, and smoked oysters? Or do you make few eggs go as far as

. . . for someone who has everything

you can with a splash of milk and an aging loaf magicked into french toast for the whole family?
Is food your main expense or an afterthought crammed into the corners of a tight budget?

Gift Certiﬁcates

On an island where basics like milk, cheese, rice, bread, and pasta are more dear than their
mainland counterparts, and eating fresh fruit and vegetables can be more expensive than a bad
habit, what are your grocery strategies? Bulk shopping (Costco) can offer some deals (per pound)
but the harsh irony is that you have to have large amounts of ready cash to buy into those savings.
If you have time and easy transport, you can cruise around getting the best deals: meat from
Hallidays, fresh gluten from Georgestown Bakery, dry grains from bulk barn, potatoes from Ripple
Trail Farm at The St. John’s Farmers’ Market, etc. But those with time and transport on their hands
are not always the ones looking for a bargain. Answer all my burning food questions with your raw
data. What do you buy and how much do you spend for #aweeksfeed?

To read more about the Peter Menzel project and book that inspired this local spinoff, visit menzelphoto.com/books. Peter's book is a collection of "family portraits and
essays of 80 individuals and the food that fuels them over the course of a single day."

Rooms & Suites
g

Dining
g

Weekend Packages
Please call or email to enquire
877.464.3240
enquiries@ﬁshersloft.com
www.ﬁshersloft.com

Performance Arts CONTINUED
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Catch Falling
Trees December
9-13th at the Arts
& Culture
Centre

Falling Trees: A New Play on Old Tensions.

BY EMILY DEMING

The best part about

the past one hundred years ... but with dark

place in both a logging camp where men do the

are always couched as “of the land,” the “thing

interviewing Meg Coles is that

comedy. It’s funny. I get all kinds of jokes in

physical labour, and in town where the paper

that gets exploited and never truly valued as

there.” Some of these jokes she sets up in this

company is headquartered. This juxtaposition

a resource is the young people.” Coles’ work

first installment and they will only land later in

of “the decision makers and those decided

values people. Young and old. She is clear that

Parts II and III.

about shows the great space [that existed]

she writes for everyone: townies, those from

between rural Newfoundland and the paper

around the bay, from away, those “who’ve never

company owner in 1938.”

seen a Jesus play in their lives.” She wants

she practically does the writing
for you. Her work and her words
are layered visions spoken
clearly and with a good dose
of humour, swearing, passion,
and strength of intellect and
conviction.

But if that seems a long time to hold the beat

you all (or all of you old enough for the PG-13

of a joke, it makes sense in the long life cycle

language) to come see this production.

of the development of these works. Coles has

This dichotomy between the rural and the

been “fixated” on the ideas behind this series

urban wends back through Coles’ earlier works

since finishing her playwriting program at The

and reflects her own journey. Her first two

The Arts and Culture Center will present

National Theatre School of Canada in 2009.

professional productions in St. John’s were The

Poverty Cove Theatre Company’s “Falling

There is no hemming and hawing, no leading

Battery (2011), which was a “townie” play, says

Trees,” the new play from Megan Gail Coles,

questions or interpretation needed. As she

She initially envisioned it built around the

Coles, and Our Eliza (2013) which she wrote

from December 9th – 12th, with a Pay What You

says, “I never find it hard to talk about my own

fishing industry. Her father is a fisherman and

while homesick for the Northern Peninsula

Can Sunday matinee. Directed

work, because by the time anyone is asking

Coles grew up in rural Newfoundland (on the

and is rural in its place, theme, and in its

by Emma Tibaldo (who has

I have been sitting with it for years.” Some of

Northern Peninsula) where the collapse of the

presentation.

a long running relationship

those years of thought are soon to manifest in

cod fishery changed everybody’s lives.

Falling Trees. It is to be the first in a place cycle

But she decided that both she and her

Coles took Our Eliza on the road and out of town

editor and director), the

trilogy, with Part II (Building Houses) and Part

potential audience are still “too close to it, [too]

to bring her creation back to the places and

play will feature Steve

III (Wasting Paper) currently in draft form.

sentimental about it [to] be objective about

people who gave rise to it. That urge to work

O'Connell, Brian Marler,

with Coles as both an

why and how it happened.” Instead, Falling

within her community instead of using it outside

Darryl Hopkins, Evan

These works form an arc that “explores

Trees revolves around the logging industry in

of itself is a natural extension of her belief that,

Mercer, and Greg

resource exploitation in Newfoundland over

the first half of the twentieth century and takes

though the “great resources” in Newfoundland

Malone.

r

the

hea
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Make Patrick Warner’s
One Hit Wonders the Next
Book You Read
BY CHAD PELLEY

to him, and she's
no ordinary person

Patrick Warner is an
award-writing writer of
fiction and poetry, and his
new novel is a testament
to his talents: few writers
can pair humour and biting
insight into humanity
like this man.

-- she's an ethereal
being, worthy of
our interest. We meet

about being "brutally funny and obsessively
readable." This book shows the importance
of humor alongside tragedy. They’re the two
things people like and respond to in books, so
why not marry them together as he does here,
right? The answer is most of us writers
can't muster this marriage of humor

Cast everything
you think you know
about a murder-mystery
from your head; Warner
has rewired the genre
adding a vibrant new
jolt of electricity and
eccentricity to it.

the people Lila knew
and drew into her enigmatic

and drama and tension quite so
masterfully.
Cast everything you think you
know about a murder-mystery
from your head; Warner has
rewired the genre adding a vibrant
new jolt of electricity and eccentricity

to it. There is no boundary between

realm, which is to say, her potential killers.

literary and genre fiction here, Warner roams

Including a washed-up and coked-out ex

in the best realms of each medium, satisfying,

golfer, and the two small-time criminals he

basically, anyone who likes any book for any

runs with.

reason. The book also succeeds at doing what
literature has always strived to do: make us

And of course, some readers might be

ponder life and love.

suspicious of Freddy himself: it’s clear from
As you read, you’ll alternate between busting

his deeply personal story he had every

The novel's wily cast of characters are not

a gut at one paragraph, and being floored

motivation for a crime of passion himself.

only "characters," in the colloquial sense,

by the kind of astute passage you’ll want to

Lila wasn’t always faithful. Here's a line to

but ones so well-drawn by Warner you

share with the nearest person to you.

sum up Lila and all she longed for: “Some

won't soon forget them. Naturally, this solid

time in between the age of 25
The writing in One Hit Wonders does many

and 35, love changed from a

things immediately: it showcases Warner's

feeling to an idea.”

characterization betters the book.
There is nothing flat about
these people, and their
stories come alive more

way with words, gets a hook in you on page 1,

Stan Dragland
Wins “Best
Non-fiction Book
of the Year.”

creates an enigmatic character or two you're

The story of an enigmatic

because of the crafting

immediately happy to be reading about, and

woman caught in a lethal

of the characters. One

builds a sense of mystery that’ll keep you

lover’s triangle is all the better

Hit Wonders is a

flipping the pages: what happened to Lila, the

for being both unpredictable

sexually charged and

recently deceased wife of our writerly, one-hit

and quite funny. Warner

drug-fuelled romp

wonder narrator, Freddy?

is able to probe humanity

through a truer modern

with relentless satire and

st. John's than

In a nutshell, Freddy is reeling, and recounting

insight. This novel lives up to

those romanticized

the story of who Lila was, and who she was

the claim on the back cover

tourism ads.

Stan Dragland is a
critically acclaimed
literary critic, editor,
novelist, and poet, whose
latest books seem drawn
towards ruminating
on reading, writing,
and thinking.
Strangers and Other Stories “is a
collection of Dragland's writings on
Newfoundland subjects, literary and
otherwise,” including novelists Paul
Bowdring and Lisa Moore, and poet
Agnes Walsh. As a CFA, Newfoundland
artists were part of the draw for him
here in NL. Bowdring and Walsh
were among his first introduction to
local literary talent, and the late Ron
Hynes also made a mark. In a recent
interview with Open Book Toronto,
he says [Ron] was the first performer
I ever went out of my way to hear as
often as I could, and why not when I
easily could for just $5 cover at the
Rose and Thistle pub. I have gone out
of my way to insert a reference to him
and/or his songs into everything I’ve
written since I arrived in Newfoundland
in 1997. Dispersed homage.”

A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS &
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
and thanks to everyone
for helping us keep
O’Brien’s going.
Steve & Dave

O’BRIEN’S MUSIC INC • 278 Water Street • 753-8135
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Best of Local Books
BEST FICTION BOOK
OF THE YEAR
Gold: Eating Habits of the
Chronically Lonesome
(Meg Coles)
Silver: The Breakwater
Book of Contemporary
Short Fiction
Bronze: The Devil You Know
(Elisabeth de Mariaffi)
BEST NON-FICTION
BOOK OF THE YEAR
Gold: Strangers and
Others: NL Essays
(Stan Dragland)
Silver: Where I Belong
(Alan Doyle)
Bronze: No Turning Back
(Ida Linehan Young)

BEST CHILDREN'S
BOOK OF THE YEAR
Gold: Jack, The King
of Ashes (Andy Jones)
Silver: A Moose Goes
a-Mummering (Lisa
Dalrymple)
Bronze: Little Snowshoe,
Re-issue (Ellen Bryan Obed)

BEST LITERARY
FESTIVAL OR READING
SERIES IN TOWN
Gold: Sparks Literary
Festival
Silver: Spoken Word
St. John’s
Bronze: WANL’s Come from
Away Reading Series

BEST LOCAL AUTHOR
Gold: Lisa Moore
Silver: Michael Crummey
Bronze: Kathleen Winter

BEST LOCAL
PUBLISHING HOUSE
Gold: Breakwater Books
Silver: Flanker Press
Bronze: Pedlar Press

BEST LOCAL POET
Gold: Mark Callanan
Silver: Don McKay
Bronze: George Murray

BEST POETRY BOOK OF
THE YEAR
Gold: Diversion
(George Murray)
Silver: Still No Word
(Shannon Webb-Campbell)
Bronze: Al Pittman:
Collected Poems
(All Pittman)

BEST BOOKSHOP
IN TOWN
Gold: Broken Books
Silver: Afterwords
Bookstore
Bronze: Chapters
on Kenmount

BEST BOOK COVER
OF THE YEAR
Gold: Racket
Silver: Birds of NL
(Pink Eye Press)
Bronze: Eating Habits
of the Chronically
Lonesome

mom & dad

CHECK OUT THESE NEW FALL TITLES FROM PALIMPSEST PRESS
Edge: Essays, Reviews, Interviews
Mary Dalton
Dalton explores the work of writers and artists who occupy an imaginative
threshold or edge: from the dark visions of Samuel Beckett to the dialogue
novels of I. Compton-Burnett and more. Reflecting Dalton’s interests and
influence and celebrating “people being grounded in their place, people
knowing where they were, who they were, having a sense of connection
to the land”.
Reg $19.95 SALE $15.96

Rumi and the Red Handbag
Shawna Lemay
Named one of the Top Reads for Fall 2015 in Harper’s Bazaar
and on mariashriver.com
A journey to the Museum of Bags and Purses in Amsterdam, a journey to find Rumi,
the soul, and the secret hidden in a red handbag. Fresh, unique and intelligent.
Reg $19.95 SALE $15.96

Autobiographical Fictions
Maurice Mierau
A collection of poetry exploring pop culture through the voices of Marilyn
Monroe, Michael Jackson and other pop culture icons.
Reg $18.95 SALE $15.16

SHOP TODAY AT PALIMPSESTPRESS.CA

Recomended
Reads from
Upalong: Carrie
Brownstein’s
Hunger Makes
Me A Modern Girl:
A Music Memoir
BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

I’ve been a Sleater-Kinney fan
since puberty – when I wore
ties, always had headphones
in my ears, bleached and
styled my hair with egg
whites. Back when I sported
a t-shirt that read: Show Me
Your Riffs, across my chest to
gym class.
When Sleater-Kinney broke up in 2006, I
lost it. I locked myself in my room, drank
a flask of whiskey, and cried listening
to Sleater-Kinney’s entire discography:
everything from their self-titled 1995
release, to 2005’s The Woods, with stops at
The Hot Rock, All Hands On The Bad One,
and Dig Me Out before passing out. My
favourite band had left me. Nothing would
ever be the same.
Thankfully, after a few year hiatus, SleaterKinney reunited in 2014. Brownstein’s
memoir Hunger Makes Me A Modern
Girl, explores the early Riot Grrrl scene in
Olympia, and navigates the band’s early
days, dynamics, and relationships.
Growing up in Redmond, Washington,
Brownstein dives into her mother’s
anorexia, and hospitalization. She exposes
her love of Madonna, 80’s soap operas,
old Bette Davis films. Hunger Makes Me
A Modern Girl charts the formation of
Sleater-Kinney (each album is a chapter),
and takes readers inside Brownstein’s
experience – her love of pleather, and
polyester. Brownstein confesses the
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struggles being a performer, and a person,
and how the two conflict.
Readers get an insider’s soundtrack on
her favourite bands, and what sounds
shaped her as a musician; including: Calvin
Johnson, Heaven to Betsy, Bratmobile, and
naturally, Bikini Kill. “I feel very lucky that
Bikini Kill came first,” she writes. “By the
time I was playing in Sleater-Kinney, a lot
of those battles – for space, for respect, for
recognition within the context of punk and
indie music – had already been fought.”
Growing up in the post-riot grrrl era, being
a Sleater-Kinney fan was a philosophy, a
lifeline. You either wanted to be, hang out,
or date one of the three band members –
singer/guitarist Corin Tucker, Brownstein
vocals/guitar, and drummer Janet Weis.
The band informed my politics, encouraged
feminist ideals, inspired me to start a band,
and got me through an era of self-loathing.
I even interviewed Brownstein for a feature
story on women in music for the defunct
Young Gay America Magazine.
Hunger Makes Me A Modern Girl is an
elixir. Brownstein is known for her writing
and acting skills on the hit TV series,
Portlandia, though her book joins the
ranks of Kim Gordon’s Girl In A Band,
Patti Smith’s Just Kids, and Kirstin
Hersh’s Rat Girl. While Brownstein charts
fandom, travelling, family, sexuality,
relationships, and how sometimes music
isn’t enough, she writes: “There is a gulf of
misunderstanding between musicians and
their fans, and often so much desperation
that the musician can’t heal.”
Perhaps music can’t heal everything, but
it’s an incubator. Sleater-Kinney inspired
a generation to question the status quo,
push boundaries, and move beyond
stereotypical, societal expectations. Their
sonic alchemy is equal parts wild, and
radical –a call to arms, a
rally for action.
Hunger Makes
Me A Modern
Carrie Brownstein is
well-known for her role
Girl leaves
on Portlandia and for
your belly
fronting Sleater-Kinney,
grumbling
and band credited for
the Riot Grrrl music
for more.
movement.
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THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

Back to
Work, Baby
Maker.
Ding ding, time's up, put away
your jugs and put on some
pants (but please god, no
more spandex). Now that I’m
done making people, it’s back
to making ads. Back to the
working world after 12 months
of living vicariously through
Dora the Explorer.
So that’s it then. No more babies, no more
reasons to not work (or eat whole pies). I’ll
plug away for the next 25 years and eventually
die at my desk, facedown on the F key.
EFFFFFFFFFFF.
And I like my job! Sometimes I even love it.
It’s advertising, so I’m surrounded by smart,
hilarious, wonderfully fucked-up people. It
ain’t licking envelopes, I’ll tell you that. But the
reality of leaving my baby when she’s about to
be an actual walking, talking person, to spend
more than half of my waking hours with people
I care way less about, is just not right. But most
of us do it. And I guess I should be glad to have
had this time with her at all. Americans get six
weeks of mat leave, returning to the office with
a briefcase in one hand and a doughnut pillow
in the other.
So what's a manic mother to do? Remind
myself that there's a bigger purpose to this
work. And I don't mean keeping a roof over
their heads or taking them to Disney World. I
mean doing things that will make a difference
to how they think, how they turn out, and how
the working world looks when they’re finally a
part of it.
For one, I can represent the broads. Just 3%
of advertising creative directors are female

(though ladies influence 80% of consumer
spending) and I’m one of them. It’s not a
conspiracy, just the way it’s always been and
change is slow. And the sexism out there
doesn’t help. Just last week a Canadian
web design firm posted an ad looking for a
sometimes receptionist: “so female candidates
are preferred.” I threw a typewriter. So I think
it's important for me to be here. Lean in or
some shit. And help other women be better
than me and, eventually, steal my job.
I can shake things up. Share what it’s actually
like to be a middle-class mom. Suggest a
woman for a role in a TV spot usually filled
by a man BECAUSE IT'S 2015. Think beyond
the male gaze and push for non-conventional
beauty. Put two gays or et’nics in the same ad
– GASP! Fight for a bullshit-free workforce for
my kids, even if it means being a royal pain in
somebody's ass.
I can help clients make real change in the
world. Advertising isn’t just about selling
stuff. It's often presenting information in a
compelling way about things that matter, like
not smoking in the car with your kids, ending
violence against women, and understanding
mental illness. Mommy’s not home, but I think
she’s doing some good out there.
My husband and I can teach our kids equality
by being equals. Mom and Dad both work. And
we both do the dishes. And we both tuck you
in at night. Staying home to raise your kids
has its highlights. I envy stay-at-home moms
sometimes. But I don’t envy the challenge
of combatting the stereotypes forming in
their kids’ heads. Dad gives good hugs too,
guys. And Mom does way more than make
sandwiches.
I can show my kids that they can be anything.
You wanna be an artist? Here’s a map to the
food bank AND HERE’S SOME PAINT. Growing
up, all I loved to do was write. And with some
practice and mentoring, that passion now
pays the bills. You can be anything, no matter
where you come from, no matter who you love,
whether you’ve got tits or not. Maybe that's not
entirely true yet, but if people like me keep at it
– it will be. Just in time for my kids to enjoy it –
or, better yet, never know there was a problem.

Lifestyles

Lifestyles
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blai

How To Waste
Your Life on the
Web: Christmas
Edition

r

food (Gingerbread Oreos to Cheetos Sweetos!),
except maybe a breakdown of the He-Man &
She-Ra Castle Greyskull float from 1985 Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade, with VHS-quality
video uploaded to YouTube. Cara gives every
topic his full attention, and reading his stuff is like
delving into the half-remembered ridiculousness of
childhood, the real nitty-gritty details that only siblings
or extremely close friends share. This is the stuff of
Saturday mornings and Christmas holidays, mainlined
straight into your nostalgia glands.

Unfortunately, the telephone number was
misprinted. The recipient of those calls?
NORAD's predecessor, the Continental Air
Defense Command. The colonel on duty
that night told his staff to give all children
who called in a "current location" for Santa
Claus. Bingo-bango, a Christmas Eve tradition is
born. What’s even more bizarre is that this story
is 100% true. Christmas magic, y’all!
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DINOSAUR DRACULA

NORAD TRACKS SANTA

dinosaurdracula.com

noradsanta.org

Don Draper said that nostalgia is a twinge in your heart
far more powerful than memory alone. Buzzfeed said
that nostalgia is for ’90’s kids only, and number 8 will
make you cry every time! Nostalgia on the Internet
rarely moves beyond “hey, remember this thing?” It’s
seldom thoughtful or original. One site that bucks the
trend is Dinosaur Dracula, a series of tributes to pop
culture remembrances by writer Matt Cara. As the site
says, Cara celebrates the sheer joy of trivial things.
Christmas is where the site really shines, as nothing
is more trivial than a rundown of holiday-themed junk

NORAD is responsible for two things: identifying potential
nuclear strikes, and tracking Santa Claus as he leaves
the North Pole and delivers presents to children around
the world. So, NORAD (the North American Aerospace
Defense Command) is keeping tabs on a certain man in
red. How did one of the most serious intergovernmental
organizations get wrapped up in this? Well, back in
1955, a Sears department store ran an ad in a local
newspaper, inviting children to telephone Santa Claus,
and they included a number where he could be reached.

PORTABLE NORTH POLE
portablenorthpole.com
Fact: kids love this site. Get personalized video
messages from Santa Claus. Portable North Pole is
getting ready to come online for the Christmas 2015
season, with its website and mobile apps (iOS and
Android) set to return for another year. As in previous
years, the service will be free, with the option to pay
for a “Premium” video message (don’t Grinch out on
me just yet — PNP gives 5% of its revenues from online
purchases to British hospitals).

THE

with special guest Maahew

DARDANELLES

Byrne

with special guest
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Kat McLevey

MONTREAL
2015

COCHRANE STREET UNITED CHURCH
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT
HOLY HEART THEATRE
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“Best St. John’s
Comedian”

with STEVE PATERSON

DECEMBER 28, 9 PM
THE BELLA VISTA
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT HOLY HEART BOX OFFICE,
709-579-4424 and online
at holyhearttheatre.com
www.thedardanelles.com

and guests

WITH GUESTS

THE WOBBLY POPS

NEW YEARS AT THE SHIP
TICKETS AT
THE DOOR

Mike Lynch & Mike Fardy

SAT. DEC 19, 8 PM
LSPU HALL

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

AT THE LSPU HALL BOX OFFICE,
709-579-4424 and online at holyhearttheatre.com

www.mattwrightcomedy.com

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM MIGHTYPOP!
7

wearetheburninghell.com
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SURPRISING
ANSWERS TO
OUR PEOPLE’S
CHOICE POLLS

townie

dec

Miscellany

dennis

Cross

word

And Now
You Know
You can tell the gender of a horse by
counting its teeth. Most males have
40, females have 36.

Best Tattoo Parlour in Town
Her Majesty’s Penitentiary

There is no mention in the Bible of
Jesus’s birthday being the 25th of
December, and historical references
would indicate he was born in the
spring. What did exist on the 25th
was a pagan festival of gift-giving
and partying, known as Saturnalia.
It was in honour of Saturn, god
of Agriculture. Because of the
link between a Pagan festival and
Christmas, there was a time (the late
1600s) when places like Boston would
fine those who celebrated Christmas.

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

Best Place to Buy Furniture
The side of the road in Georgestown in
spring during bulk garbage week.
Best Place to Get a Massage
My Bedroom, wink wink.
Best Place to Buy Hats and Accessories
The Metrobus. People are always leaving
them behind.

ACROSS
2. Unlike a dory, this small boat
Across
has a square bow
6.
One
Hynes'bow
more popular 		
2.
Unlike
a
dory,
this
small
boat
hasofaRon
square
Biggest Dreamboat in Town
albums was called Cryer's?
The Regal Princess cruise ship.
It’s of
massive.
6. One
Ron Hynes' more 7.
popular
albums
wasofcalled
Suzuki's
The Nature
Things
Cryer's ?
recently devoted a full episode this 		
local bird (plural)
Best Thing about Living in
John’sThe Nature of Thingscolourful
7. St.
Suzuki's
recently
devoted a full
8. Mayor Dennis O'Keefe's nickname

episode
this colourful local bird (plural)
I just moved here, you people
sleep with
each other on a first date. Fine
by me.Dennis O'Keefe's nickname
8. Mayor

The Worst Thing about Living Here
My husband’s married ex is still living here
and trying to lure him into cheating with
food and compliments.
The Worst Thing about Living Here
We are promiscuous, so, the women have
slept with enough men to know for certain
my penis is below average.
Best Reason to Go to Stavanger Drive
To practice having patience
Best Reason to Go to Mt. Pearl
LOL
This totally out of your league babe
drags you off ... all the way to Mt. Pearl.
And you roll with it, even though you don't
have cab money to get back home in the
morning, from the ends of the earth.
Best Thing at the Farmer's Market
The smell of all those boys' beard
balms and oils.

4. RJ Pinoy Yum, a brand new restaurant in Ropewalk
in Saturnalia. (Get the pun?) Branches
Lane, serves this kind of cuisine
from evergreen trees were used as

Grants open for 2016

5. A leading chain of convenience stores in town
decor to remind folks of the green
plants that would return come spring,
when the sun gods regained their
strength. Germany is credited with the
- Artists & Arts Organizations
idea of the full-on, indoor “Christmas
Tree.” It wasn’t popular in North
- Special Events & Festivals
America until 1846, when Germany’s
Applications are now being accepted for grants for projects
Prince Albert married Queen Victoria,
beginning in 2016.
and holiday photos of them emerged
in front of a Christmas tree. The whole
Application forms, including application guidelines, are available on our
world followed suit, more or less.

website at www.stjohns.ca. See Forms and Applications under
Living in St. John’s/ Forms & Applications/ Grants.

The origin of the name “Wendy” is
credited to a book: Peter Pan. Prior
to Peter Pan there is no evidence of
the name.

Deadline to apply:
4 p.m, Friday, January 29th, 2016.
When submitting specify which grant
you are applying for on the envelope.
For more information on Grants:

Call: 311 or (709) 754-CITY (2489)
Fax: (709)576-7688
E-mail: citygrants@stjohns.ca

www.stjohns.ca

Search: CityofStJohns

ACROSS: 2 - Punt 6 - Paradise 7 - Puffins 8 - Doc DOWN: 1 - Gushue 3 - Crummey 4 - Filipino 5 - Needs

Best Thing about Living in St. John’s
The car shows at A&W in the Summer

DOWN
1. What local curler named Brad has
The 57 on a bottle of Heinz Ketchup
a Down
street named after him?
3. This
local author
received
the Brad has a street harkens
1. What
localjust
curler
named
named back to the staggering
inaugural
$50,000
Writers
Trust
		
number
of pickle varieties the
after him?
Fellowship. Michael ?
company once offered.
ThisYum,
local
author
received
4. RJ3.Pinoy
a brand
newjust
restaurant
in the inaugural $50,000
Ropewalk
this kind ofMichael
cuisine ?
WritersLane,
Trustserves
Fellowship.
Christmas trees also have their roots
5. A leading chain of convenience stores in town

The origin of Santa Claus is Saint
Nicholas – a Christian bishop living
in what is now Turkey. Nicholas
inherited a pile of wealth, and was
kind enough to gift the needy what
they needed. Once sainted, he became
“the protector of children.” His legend
spread after his death. Saint Nicholas
became Sint-Nicolass in Dutch, Sinter
Klaas for short, then Santa Claus here
in North America.
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ON SALE NOW!
For more information and to purchase tickets,
visit artsandculturecentre.com

ST. JOHN’S, ACC December 12
BONAVISTA, THE GARRICK THEATRE December 14
STEPHENVILLE, ACC December 16
CORNER BROOK, ACC December 18

In Partnership with

ST. JOHN’S ACC Jan. 14-16 & 19-23
CLARENVILLE, EASTLINK EVENTS CENTRE Jan. 25-27
GRAND FALLS ACC Jan. 28-30
CORNER BROOK ACC Feb. 1 - 6
STEPHENVILLE ACC Feb. 8
GANDER ACC Feb. 11 - 14
GOOSE BAY, LAWRENCE O’BRIEN ARTS CENTRE Feb. 17-18
LABRADOR WEST ACC Feb. 19
CARBONEAR, PRINCESS SHELIA NIGERIA THEATRE Feb. 23-27
MARYSTOWN, ST. GABRIEL’S HALL Feb. 29
BONAVISTA, THE GARRICK THEATRE Mar. 2 - 3
TRINITY, RISING TIDE THEATRE Mar. 4

LABRADOR WEST
February 12
ST. JOHN’S
February 18-20 & 25-27
GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR
March 9-13
GANDER
March 15-20
CORNER BROOK
April 7-10 & 12-14
STEPHENVILLE
April 15-16

